ASFA RCM June 21st 2018
1. Call to Order
Call to order at 6:11pm
The Chairperson reads the territorial acknowledgement
2. Chairperson Remarks & Housekeeping
The Chairperson gives remarks and general
Excusals:
Balbina (CCSA)
Kevin (LAS)
Justin (Independent)
PSSA (Alex) motions to excuse
WSSA seconds
Approved Unanimously
3. Executives’ Remarks
Academic Coordinator does introduction
4. Approval of the Agenda
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator adds Ad-hoc for online voting (7.G)
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator adds Council timing (7.H)
WSSA moves point 7.F to after closed session - not seconded
Discussion - motion is rejected
Approved unanimously
Caleb moves to approve Rachael as minute keeper for this RCM
Seconded by CUPA
Approved unanimously
5. Consent Agenda
CUBCAPS motions to approve agenda
Seconded by Independent (Patrick)
6. Informational & Presentations
a. Presentation of Executive Pre-mandate(s)
Executives bullet point their goals for the year
b. Innovative Project Proposal – Fatima J.
Presentation on the potential ASFA version of CASA deals

c. CEO End of Year Report – Chair
CEO is absent, Chairperson instructs council to read document
d. General Manager EoY Report – Chris. L.
Chris gives a summary of his report
7. Business Arising (Substantive)
a. Approval of Member Associations - Internal
WSSA moves to approve the list of associations
Seconded by Comms Guild
Approved unanimously
b. Appointments
i.
Arts and Science Faculty Council
Nominations: Jane (WSSA) (seconded by Independent (Patrick))
Brandon (CUBCAPS) (seconded by ESSA)
Clea (Loyola College) (seconded by WSSA)
Philippe (FPSTMA) (seconded WSSA)
PSSA motions to omnibus all appointments
Independent (Patrick) seconds
Unanimously approved
ii.

Standing Committees

1. Policy Review Committee
Nominations: Kevin (LAS) (seconded by ESSA)
PSSA nominates Evan Lee (Independent) - consent given (seconded by Loyola
College)
Nick (Comms) (seconded by ESSA)
Passes unanimously
2. Internal and Administration Committee
Nominations: Tori (Independent) (seconded by ESSA)
Doriane (CUPA) (seconded by ESSA)
Leigh (SoPhiA) (seconded by WSSA)
Passes unanimously
3. Sustainability Committee
Nominations: Clea (Loyola College) (seconded by WSSA)
GUSS nominations Camila (GUSS councillor) (seconded by ESSA)
PSSA nominates Evan (Independent) (seconded by ESSA)

PSSA nominates Chris (Alternate PSSA councillor) - consent given (seconded by
ESSA)
Chris rescinds his nomination
Passes unanimously
4. Communications and External Committee
Nominations: Nick (Comms Guild) (seconded by ESSA)
Manal (Linguistics) (seconded by Loyola College)
Sheldon (MOCHI) (seconded by WSSA)
Passes unanimously
5. Social Committee
Nominations: Justin Ocho (Independent) (seconded by ESSA)
Sami (ESSA) (seconded by WSSA)
Alessia (CRSA) (seconded by ESSA)
Tori (Independent) (seconded by WSSA)
Vote by secret ballot
Tori (Independent), Alessia (CRSA), and Sami (ESSA) are elected by secret ballot
6. Academic Committee
Nominations: Daniela (TESLSA) (seconded by WSSA)
Jane (WSSA) (seconded by PSSA)
Zoe (SCSA) (seconded by ESSA)
Passes unanimously
7. Loyola Committee
Nominations: Bushan (BSA) (seconded by CUBCAPS)
Clea (Loyola College) (seconded by WSSA)
Brandon (CUBCAPS) (seconded by CUPA)
Gaelle (Independent) (seconded by WSSA)
Vota by secret ballot
Bushan (BSA), Brandon (CUBCAPS), Gaelle (Independent) are elected by secret ballot
8.
9. Finance Committee
Nominations: Balbina (CCSA) (seconded by ESSA)
Gabriel (LSSA) (seconded by ESSA)
Alex (PSSA) nominates Evan (Independent) - consent given (seconded by
ESSA)
Alex (PSSA) nominates Chris (PSSA) - consent given (seconded by WSSA)
Brandon (CUBCAPS) (seconded by WSSA)
Manal (LSA) (seconded Academic Coordinator)
Christina (ESS) (seconded by WSSA)
Vote by secret ballot

Gabriel is appointed by secret ballot
3 way tie occurs between Balbina (CCSA), Manal (LSA) and Chris (PSSA)
Balbina (CCSA) and Manal (LSA) are elected in a second round secret ballot
WSSA motions for Evan (Independent) as the Independent Councillor position
Passes with 2 abstentions
10. Advocacy Committee
Nominations: Jane (WSSA) (seconded by PSSA)
Alessia (CRSA) (seconded by ESSA)
Naschra (SASU) (seconded by WSSA)
Tori (Independent) (seconded by WSSA)
Justin (Independent) (seconded by CUBCAPS)
Omnibus all councillor positions
Passes unanimously
Secret ballot for Independent position
Tori (Independent) is appointed as the Independent Councillor position
10 minute recess
Council resumes at 9:39pm
iii.
Consul Position
Nomination: WSSA motions to nominate Brandon (CUBCAPS) - consent given (seconded by
Loyola College)
Alex (PSSA) nominates Chris (PSSA) - consent given (seconded by Independent
(Patrick))
Vote by secret ballot
Vote is tied
Council has consented to an informal decision via coin flip.
The coin has a kangaroo on one side and the Queen on the other side.
Brandon (CUBCAPS) chooses Kangaroo and Chris chooses the Queen.
The coin is flipped and shows the Queen.
PSSA (Chris) is elected as Consul
Chris is formally warned to ensure their full participation in this role, given the rotating nature of
their Councillorship.
iv.
Task Force
Internal Coordinator speaks on the committee and says that if people would like to join they
would have to email the Internal Coordinator or the Executive and Advocacy Coordinator in
order to be added to the list.
v.
Members at Large - Appointments Policy & Call out

1. Standing Committees
2. Judicial Committee
Internal Coordinator speaks in regards to the call out and what has been done so far. The call
out has been sent out and things will get rolling over the summer
Added point:
Ad-hoc - online voting committee
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator talks about how people were asking about it and that
students want online voting. This committee will do the research on the online voting for both
the ASFA and the MAs under the ASFA.
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator motions to create an ad-hoc committee for the purpose of
investigating online voting. There will be 2 positions for councillors at SGW and 2 positions for
councillors at Loyola.
PSSA (Chris) seconds
PSSA motions to amend the motion and add an Independent councillor position.
Seconded by CUBCAPS
CUBCAPS mentions that not all Independent councillors are present and we should appoint that
position at a later date.
Comms Guild says that more than half the Independents are present
Patrick (Independent) says that we should move forward because enough people are present
WSSA mentions that this was added last minute and was not provided in the document packet
sent by the Chairperson
CUBCAPS mentions that Independent (Justin) is out of commission due to brain surgery, and
this is unfair.
Independent (Patrick) says they are not dissing Justin but we need to move forward
Independent (Patrick) moves to divide the question
Seconded by PSSA
Motion on having an Independent seat
1 abstention
Passes

Tonight: 8
September: 10
Comms Guild amends to add the Executive and Advocacy Coordinator to the ad-hoc committee
as the Chair
Adopted as friendly
Executive and Advocacy Coordinator amends to add the Loyola and Sustainability Coordinator
as a Co-Chair
Adopted as friendly
WSSA motions to make one SGW councillor and one Loyola councillor a member at large
Seconded by Comms Guild
Comms Guild questions the timeline because if we do members at large we can’t do work over
the summer
Internal Coordinator echos this concern
Loyola College wants to know when the ad-hoc starts
Internal Coordinator says in the summer
Loyola College questions how they would do work in the summer without the students present
WSSA says to appoint someone in September because there won’t be enough impact during
the summer to do anything impactful
SoPhiA says it’s a lot of free time to meet and discuss
PSSA says that this committee will investigate if and how we need online voting so the
investigation needs to be done asap and how we would go about it
Comms Guild says we don’t need members at large
Maggie says councillors are more familiar with elections and members at large might not
For: 4
Against: 8
Abstentions: 5 - Noted patrick and christina and alex
Motion fails
Main motion:
18 for
1 abstention
Motion carries

Appointments:
Loyola Nominations: Nick (Comms) and Clea (Loyola College)
SGW Nominations; Alex (PSSA) and Cristina (ESS)
Omnibus the nominations
Passes unanimously
Executive to chair committee
Does not pass
Executive to sit on the committee and the committee decides the chair
Passes unanimously
c. Executive Compensation - Executive team

WHEREAS the ASFA executive is composed of members of the student body;
WHEREAS ASFA executives are presumed to dedicate anywhere between 10-20 hours
a week to their position;
WHEREAS students must work to fund their academics and basic living expenses;
WHEREASthe time requirements of being an ASFA executive reduce the amount of
possible ‘workable hours’ that an individual can offer their employer;
WHEREAS executives should not have to sacrifice their position or its required duties in
order to provide more ‘workable hours’ to fund their basic living expenses;
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the base honorarium for the executive be remitted quarterly,
with each executive receiving an amount of $375.00 in the
month of August, November, February, and May.
Be it further resolved that if an executive leaves before the quarter then that period will not be
prorated (Comms Guild)
Wants to keep it as is and make the change in policy committee
Independent (Patrick) says that council has the power to approve honorariums and to add
“Sitting” to executive so it’s “Sitting executive”
PSSA says that in cases that we have refused to give a base honorarium due to things like
fraud only been found out later
CUBCAPS says they believe that we should consider giving people their honorarium and the
discussion being
Chris L says to add sitting and prorating to it

WSSA believes the honorarium is a wage and that it should be given
CUBCAPS amends to add “prorating” and “to a sitting executive” to the main motion
Passes unanimously
Nick amends to add “an evenly divided amount” instead of the numerical amount for the future’s
sake
Considered friendly
Main motion passes unanimously
d. Workshops
i.
Roberts Rules of Order & Corporate Governance
ii.
ASFA & Concordia Governance
iii.
Sensitivity Training
Rory speaks on the training. The trainings are mandatory for councillors in addition to the
consent training. Preferably that all trainings are done at the same time. Will be done at a later
date.
e. Elections
i.
By-Elections date
ii.
General Election date
Internal Coordinator speaks about the election dates being too late and gives a list of potential
dates
Loyola College says to create a document with all date options so we can see it for September
Comms Guild motions to send this to the Internal Committee and present the findings at
September council
Motion passes unanimously
Motion to discuss the budget and closed session at an SCM in July
Finance Coordinator amends to not withstand Standing Regulation articles 92, 93, 94 and apply
them given the SCM date.
Seconded by FPSTMA
Passes unanimously
Council timing point:
Internal Coordinator asks if council can start at 5:30pm rather than 6-6:30pm

WSSA motivates against this proposal because people won’t have enough time to get to council
on time and that council should be more efficient by using Roberts Rules of Order
Loyola College says we create a stop time instead of a start time
Internal Coordinator says they don’t mind having it at 6pm and to start at 6 sharp.
Comms Guild mentions the last metro times as the end time
f. ASFA Opening Budget Approval
*moved to SCM*
8. Announcements and Question Period
9. Closed Session
a. Judicial Committee
b. Office Clerk Contract
*moved to SCM*
10. Adjournment
WSSA motions to adjourn at 11:12pm
Seconded by PSSA
Passes unanimously.

The Arts and Science Federation of Associations Regular Council
Meeting Sept 20th, 2018 at 6:00 p.m. in H.501, SGW Campus

The Arts and Science Federation of Associations would like to begin by acknowledging that
Concordia University is located on unceded Indigenous lands. The Kanien’kehá:ka Nation is
recognized as the custodians of the lands and waters on which we gather today.
Tiohtiá:ke/Montreal is historically known as a gathering place for many First Nations. Today, it
is home to a diverse population of Indigenous and other peoples. We respect the continued
connections with the past, present and future in our ongoing relationships with indigenous and
other peoples within the Montreal community.

1. Call to Order
Meeting called to order at 6:05PM
a. Roll Call & Excusals
Chair moves to excuse Sammi Broshu, TSESLSA.
Motions carries.
2. Chairperson Remarks & Housekeeping
a. Media Photos Consent, CoI Disclosure, CEO resignation.
Chair announces CEO has resigned, in addition to two councillors Gaelle (Indp) and
Loyola College. Chair also discloses conflict of interest between two councillors.
3. Executives’ Remarks
4. Approval of the Agenda
Academic committee and executive reports will be pulled until next meeting. Changes
to agenda approved unanimously.
5. Consent Agenda
a. Minutes of June RCM
Chair asks if any changes must be made to minutes from June meeting.
b. Minutes of July SCM
Must be tabled until next meeting.

Justin (Independent) requested Social Committee minutes report from September be
pulled.
Motion from CUBCAPS to approve Consent Agenda, seconded by Independent.
Justin (Independent) (independent) mentions in previous collaboration with ECA, they
took a long time to pay their share. Student Life Coordinator thanks Justin
(Independent) for bringing it to their attention. Justin (Independent) makes inquiry
regarding Beach Club VIP tickets. Student Life Coordinator member clarifies.
c. Executive Reports
Fatima (Ext. Affairs and Comm. Coordinator) thanks all who helped with app. Would
appreciate any feedback.
6. Informational & Presentations
a. Tabled from June: ASFA Deals Mobile App – F. El Gahami
7. Business Arising (Substantive)
a. Appointments
i. Standing Committees (Councilors)
1. Communications and External Committee (1)
Fatima (Ext. Affairs and Comm. Coordinator) expands on committee functions. Justin
(Independent) requests appointment. Motion carries. Justin (Independent) is
appointed.
2. Online Voting (1 Indep., 1 Loyola Councillor) . Justin (Independent) nominates
Patrick Quinn an Independent Councillor for Online Voting committee. Chair requests
express consent. Brandon (CUBCAPS) nominates himself. No opposition, Brandon is
appointed. Patrick’s appointment is pending their express consent, tabled. Patrick
comes in, consents to appointment. Motion carries.
3 : Loyola Committee : Jamie (Loyola College) requests appointment. Motion carries.
Jamie is appointed.

4. Sustainability Committee : Jamie nominates themselves, no opposition, Jamie is
appointed.
6. Faculty Council (2) : Kaylee, Justin (Independent) and Nick propose themselves.
Patrick requests secret ballot. Chair announces there are 3 seats. Patrick moves to
appoint all three. Motion carries.
5. Social Committee - Special Appointment -T. Smith-Ayotte b. Tori (Independent)
moves to add a member-at-large seat (Chris). Religion (CRSA) seconds. No opposition.
Motion carries.
Tabled from June: E-Voting Committee
Alex moves to approve Online Voting Pilot. Motion carries. Alex explains pilot. Margot
(ISSA) asks how research has shown that online voting is safe. Patrick explains that
there is no interest in interfering with by-election, and that efficacy justifies risk. WSSA
shares Margot (ISSA) concerns. Alex reiterates online voting will be more
straightforward and that there is little risk of any interference. Justin (Independent)
requests Internal Affairs Coordinator’s opinions. Internal Affairs Coordinator says it is
too much for the Internal Committee to be asked to take this up. Margot (ISSA)
reiterates they would like to review aforementioned research Online Voting Pilot be
tabled. LSA remarks there is precedent for online voting being used successfully on the
‘association level’. Maggie (Advocacy Coordinator) remarks logistically, online voting
might be more troublesome. Tori (Independent) claims ASFA is not ready for for
online voting. Chris claims research is important, but most universities and CASA at
Concordia is already using online voting and that tabling will only lead to more delay.
Margot (ISSA) claims push to use online voting is rushed and insists on reviewing
research so as to preserve democratic process. Patrick asks that other members direct
questions to chair. Points out by-election is he right time to implement online voting,
which would be economically and environmentally better. Justin (Independent) says
he thinks online voting is important and that it has been already delayed, but that one
Independent Councillor must be elected. Concerned there might not be quorum. Alex
explains there is little risk of that. LSC reiterates voting causes considerable paper
waste, supports online voting. Maggie (Advocacy Coordinator) claims MA elections

are as important as any others. Brandon (CUBCAPS) asks when elections might be.
Internal coordinator points out there is a point in the agenda for it, and it might by
November 23-25. Margot (ISSA) moves to strike 1st and the 4th BIR Online Voting Pilot
motion: logistics will be reviewed before implementations. Justin (Independent)
seconds motion. Motion carries.
Floor is open to discussion about amendments to points 3 and 4. WSSA claims any
amendments might prevent by-election to happen in time. ISSA disagrees. Finance
moves to limit discussion. Chair reassures Finance discussion will be limited. Kaylee
(Independent) disagrees with amendment, claims online voting has been tables too
many times. Nick (LSA) claims any amendments are impractical to all committee
members and the work has already be done. Nick wants to open floor to discussion.
Chair says speakers’ list is limited.
Alex agrees that if Online Voting Pilot is tabled for the next session, it will not be
implemented timely, is against amendments. BSA is against amendment, claims it’s
time for online voting. Patrick (Independent) motivates amendment motion and
claims voting tonight is the best thing. Margot (ISSA) rescinds amendment as there is a
lot of disagreement. Voting for amendment does not pass.
Student Life Coordinator asks for clarification regarding research (when was it
available). Finance makes point of order : wants Chris to speak. Justin (Independent)
proposes point of order : wants to move Alex up. Chair claims speaker list is closed.
WSSA rescinds. Chris (GM) inquires regarding time and cost of implantation of Online
Voting. Alex claims, less than a $1000. Chris claims ensuring participation and quorum
have been a challenge in previous elections, and support any measures that improve
either. Student Life Coordinator insists that change must be made securely and that
research must be available for review. Alex insists that online voting will be secure and
that CASA has used it with no issues. Says research will be available in 2-3 weeks. SLC
asks if it will be sent by email. Alex commits to send research report to Council 7 days
before next council. Caleb rescinds.
Alex explains committee has been in touch with other universities to inquire into
online voting process and its security. UManitoba, Capilano, SSMU and other

Universities have answered. SSMU claimed their participation went from 20 to 30%.
Responses were generally positive regarding accessibility, participation and security.
Reiterates he will provide research shortly. BSA requests clarification regarding
research report, Chair explains. Patrick (Independent) says he spoke to IITS and they
says that hacking is not a concern for them. Nick claims he has done research and
spoke to Arts and Science of Queen’s University and their participation is 40%, but that
Engineering (which uses online voting) is 60%.
Margot (ISSA) is against amendment as it is. Noted.
Justin (Independent) abstention noted.
b. Tabled from June: Elections
i. By-Elections Date
Elliott says election dates are:
Nomination

Nov 2nd-15th,

Campaigning Nov 16th-26th
Voting Nov 27th-29th
Results

Nov 30th

ii. Chair requests vote. Patrick asks if we have checked into when CSU will have
election. Elliott says they don't have dates yet. Margot (ISSA) points out CSU has no
CEO at the moment. Chair moves to approve dates. Unanimously approved.

iii. General Election Date
Elliott proposes 2 time frames. Floor opens for discussion. Tori and Patrick vote for
earlier dates.
Nomination

Feb 11th-22nd

Campaigning March 4th-12th

Voting

March 13th-15th

Results

March 15th

All other members are for later set of dates:
Nominations March 4th-15th
Campaigning March 16th-26th
Voting

March 27th-29th

Results

March 29th

c. (Policy) Committee Composition – J. Occhionero
Justin (Independent) claims there is a need for more committee members so as to
encourage involvement and avoid ties. USAT seconds motion. Motion passes.
Maggie (Advocacy Coordinator) says that committee is directly linked to committee
members’ work and that as it is, it is already difficult to meet with everyone. More
members might make it worse. Patrick agrees. Finance says there might be chorum
issues, and conflicts of interest. Justin (Independent) thanks all for the input and
claims that committee lacks more representation from members (not just executives).
Jane (WSSA) claims filing additional seats might be problematic. Nick (LSA) says
motion does not address lack of participation of members as it is. Caleb (Finance)
reiterates he never imposed his will on members. Justin (Independent) reiterates no
personal attacks were made. Maggie (Advocacy Coordinator)says that councillors are
not necessarily involved in their committees, and that since seats are already often not
disputed, additional seats might create issue.

USAT, Justin (Independent) are for the motion.
Abstentions : CUPA, Independent, PSSA noted.
All others against. Motion fails.
d. Consolidation of Power – Justin Occhionero

Justin (Independent) proposes motion. Jane (WSSA) seconds. Justin (Independent)
points out same councillors often sit at the same committee's repeatedly. Insists on
more participation. Jane (WSSA) points out that if councillors are forced to sit on
committees they do not care for, there is no real involvement. Nick (LSA) points out
there is a need to revitalize committees. Justin (Independent) argues apathy is not
acceptable. Kaylee it might be a good idea for councillors to change committees. Caleb
rescinds. Elliott points out not all councillors are elected and that sometimes
executives have to take on committees on top of their responsibilities. Margot (ISSA)
calls to question. Motion to call to question passes.
Justin (Independent) votes for. Chris, Patrick and CUPA abstain.
Motion fails.
e. ASFA Promo Committee– J. Occhionero
Justin (Independent) appreciates discussion despite motion failing, and points out
apathy is a big issue. Jane (WSSA) proposes tabling discussion regardieng community
equity.
f. Council Ending Time –
Elliott proposes council ending times do not pass 11:30pm (SGW) and 11pm (Loyola
Campus). Caleb (Finance) seconds.
Maggie (Advocacy Coordinator)says Loyola shuttle leaves at 11. Proposes Loyola
meetings end at 10:45pm. Amendment is approved. Nick(LSA) asks if certain motions
can be prioritized. Chair says it is possible in the future. USAT ask if there is a quorum
for special council. Elliott says it is the same as regular council (14), but that there is no
penalty for absence . ESS asks if earlier meeting are possible. Chair says this discussion
was had in May and that it was decided then that it was not possible.
g. Workshops
Finance Committee has an open position. Aleb explains what the committee is doing
and meeting times. Jane (Women Studies) proposes herself. Motivates. Jane is
appointed to Finance Committee.

i. RRO, Corp Govn., Sensitivity
a. K. Miller (LSC)
Mentions that LSC bought water bottles to Froshies for their safety out of their own
pockets. Chris (PSSA) says they were aware and that an alternative must be found for
next Frosh. Margot (ISSA) moves reimburse executives.
Religion (CRSA) seconds.
CUPA praises executives’ actions. SLC adds to Caleb’s announcement. WSSA proposes
action ASFA could take. Asks what was spent on water bottles. SLC says $77. Caleb
(Finance) says they can reimburse it. SLC says venues often do not allow any outside
drinks during Frosh. Jane (WSSA) says sustainable water bottles must be looked into
regardless of cost.
Motion passes unanimously.
8. Announcements & Question Period
Chris (GM) announces resignation due to personal and professional reasons.
Jane moves to recess.
Patrick (Independent) announces all candidates debate will happen Friday. ******
Caleb (Finance) announces voters will be able to vote in advance at Concordia.
Margot (ISSA) announces meeting of ASFA Task force against Sexual Harassment
tomorrow. Invites everyone to come and participate.
9. CLOSED SESSION
Patrick proposes closed session
CUBCAPS seconds.
Caleb proposes Rachel will be will be allowed to stay. Eliott seconds. Chris will remain
as well.

Motion approved unanimously.
Council Confidentiality Oath is given to all members present to review and sign.
Budget Update – C. Owusu-Acheaw
Motion proposed that WSSA may submit their budget for consideration later. Duly
seconded.
Motions passes.
Motion put on the floor so WSSA submits budget within 2 weeks (Deadline: October
3rd, 2018 by 12pm).
Motion is proposed to add ‘‘symbolic’’ before ‘’deadline’’. A ballot count is requested.
Motion passes with 2/3 approval.
Motion put on the floor so WSSA submits budget within 2 weeks (symbolic deadline:
October 3rd at by 12pm). Motion passes.
b. Ongoing Legal Files – M. Rolland
i. Media Disclosure
c. Tabled from July: Judicial Committee Report
motion to table this issue till October.
10. Adjournment
Motion to adjourn at 10:52 pm. Motion approved unanimously.

The Arts and Science Federation of Associations Regular Council Meeting Oct 11th , 2018 at
6:00 p.m. in CC 308, LOY Campus

The Arts and Science Federation of Associations would like to begin by acknowledging that Concordia University is
located on unceded Indigenous lands. The Kanien’kehá:ka Nation is recognized as the custodians of the lands and
waters on which we gather today. Tiohtiá:ke/Montreal is historically known as a gathering place for many First
Nations. Today, it is home to a diverse population of Indigenous and other peoples. We respect the continued
connections with the past, present and future in our ongoing relationships with indigenous and other peoples
within the Montreal community.

1. Call to Order
Call to order at 6:10pm.
a. Roll Call & Excusals
ECESA, Jamie (Loyola College) and SOPHIA, CASE, w
 ill be excused.
Justin (Independent) moves to excuse. CUBCAPS seconds.
2. Chairperson Remarks & Housekeeping
3. Executives’ Remarks
No remarks.
4. Approval of the Agenda
Loyola and Sustainability Coordinator requests to pull sustainability report from consent
agenda.
CUBCAPS moves to approve agenda. Duly seconded.
Loyola and Sustainability Coordinator expands on open seat on Loyola Committee.
5. Consent Agenda
a. Minutes of September RCM
b. Minutes of July SCM
c. Executive Reports

i. Advocacy/Executive ii. Finance iii. External & Comms iv. Sustainability & Loyola v. Student
Life & Social vi. Internal Affairs & Admin vii. Academic (& September) viii. Executive Team
Meeting Minutes
d. Reports from Committees
i. Policy Committee ii. Finance Committee iii. Social Committee iv. Sustainability Committee v.
Internal Committee vi. Advocacy Committee vii. CommX viii. Academic Committee (&
September) ix. Task Force to Eliminate Racial & Sexual Harassment & Violence
6. Informational & Presentations
a. ASFA Executive Consul Report – C. Kalafatidis
7. Business Recurring
a. Appointments i. Loyola Committee ii. Academic Committee
b. Tabled from September: E-Voting Research – A. Karasick
Alex presents Online Voting research to council. Expands on sustainability, accessibility,
participation, cost and security benefits. Opens the floor to questions.
Internal Affairs Coordinator thanks Alex making research available, but would like more
transparency regarding consultation with other university. Alex agrees on making further
research available.
Alex reiterates online voting is as safe as paper ballots, according to findings on research. ISSA
claims that images of badly kept paper ballots is misleading, and research report is not in fact a
report, and is condescending. ISSA asks if there was actually any intent to present information.
Alex asks what was condescending. ISSA says report was only presented because council
insisted on it. Alex also reiterates that methodology used on report is clearly outlined.
Academic Coordinator agrees with ISSA regarding methodology, and would like to have had
more input from students from universities that already use online voting. Asks if, since there will
be a cost to keep online voting safe, will it be really cheaper?
Alex claims that if there are paper ballots and online voting, savings will be limited. If ASFA
uses online voting only, there will be considered savings. Finance Coordinator asks if there
were a any cons listed in previous report 2014. Alex says that there issues with security, but that
methodology used by author was flawed.
Patrick Quinn (Independent) reiterates that everyone in the room wants what is best for
ASFA, and that questioning Alex’s intentions is not productive. Also points out that consulting

students might not have been feasible. WSSA  points out that CSU has had elections results
questioned,and those used paper ballots.
PSSA claims that paper ballots can be far more unsafe than paper voting, and that online voting
can be safer due to the impartiality of the company that secures the system. SASU asks to see
more data. Alex says data will be made available.
ISSA reiterates that pictures on report reflect how biased report is. Claims paper ballots are
safer due to human security. Also says online voting might clash with ASFA’s bylaws.
c. Tabled from September: Committee Equity & engagement – J. Lefebvre & J. Occhionero
WSSA proposes sending a committee equity policy to the Policy Committee. Advocacy and
Executive Coordinator and Justin (Independent) agree. WSSA proposes moves to have policy
committee review its equity policy. PSSA a
 bstains. Advocacy and Executive Coordinator
requests to take names of councillors who would like to be at policy committee meeting.
8. Business Arising (Substantive)
a. Tabled from September: ASFA Promo Committee– J. Occhionero
Justin (Independent) moves to table indefinitely. Seconded by SHAC.
b. Workshops – E. Boulanger
Internal Affairs Coordinator announces there will be several workshops, and asks when
everyone would like to have the workshops occur.
Chairperson calls a vote. 4 councillors vote to have training in one day.
15 vote to have training split up at various times before council.
c. Anti Harassment and Sexual Violence Policy – M. Berner & E. Boulanger
ISSA speaks about new policy.
WSSA asks clarification about wording on point 17. Suggests that word ‘evidence’ be changed.
Internal Affairs Coordinator reiterates policy was review several times for months. Academic
coordinator asks for clarification on point 5.7.1. SASU agrees with WSSA and suggests word
evidence be changed. Tori (I ndependent) recommends future policy meeting be more widely
announced.

Independent says they were not notified of final version. Suggests final version be resent to
policy review committee.
Justin (Independent) moves to resent policy to committee. Seconded by Justin
(Independent).
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator says last year policy was reviewed by said committee.
SASU asks if policy approaches discrimination as well as sexual harassment. ISSA agrees that
policy review could be redone,but reiterates process was extensive and well made. Chris
(General Manager) agrees and discourages delaying decision making any further. CRSA says
they also agree policy is appropriate and very well made. Linguistics asks when does
Concordia's policy supersedes ASFA’s policy. ISSA says ASFA’s policy is internal and that
survivors may choose to pursue action in multiple avenues.
Motion to table policy does not carry. 4 councillors for, 16 against.
Finance Coordinator moves to adopt policy. ISSA seconded.
WSSA moves to amend policy (to include word ‘additional’ before ‘evidence’ on point 17, and to
remove asterisk) Comm’s Guild seconds.
Chris (General Manager) moves to make grammatical correction on point 3.1. (to remove word
‘Executive’).
PSSA moves to table insert correct email address on 6.3 .
Motion to pass policy carries unanimously.
d. CSU Participatory Budgeting – C. Owusu-Acheaw
Comm's Guild moves to approve Participatory budget motion. Seconded by Finance
Coordinator.
Motion put to vote. Motion carries.
PSSA and Independent abstain.
PSSA asks how executives would like him to chair committee. Comm's Guild  and WSSA
provide feedback.
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9. Announcements & Question Period
Finance Coordinator asks that all councillors have a look at Concordia’s marijuana policy.
Internal Affairs Coordinator announces there will be a lunch to celebrate the approval of the
Anti Harassment and Sexual Violence Policy at Hive SGW, on October 24th. Further information
will be posted on the MAs group.
Student Life Coordinator announces A
 SFA’s Halloween party will happen on October 27th.
Comm's Guild announces Pub Crawl on October 18th.
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator announces there will be a vote yes campaign regarding
raising fee levies.
Internal Affairs Coordinator announces ASFA is still looking for a CEO.
Chris (General Manager) announces this is his last council.
10. CLOSED SESSION
a. Ongoing Legal Files
No updates.
11. Adjournment
Justin (Independent) moves to adjourn at 8:20pm. Motion carries.

The Arts and Science Federation of Associations
Regular Council Meeting
November 8th, 2018 at 6:00 p.m. in H.501, SGW Campus
The Arts and Science Federation of Associations would like to begin by acknowledging that Concordia University is
located on unceded Indigenous lands. The Kanien’kehá:ka Nation is recognized as the custodians of the lands and
waters on which we gather today. Tiohtiá:ke/Montreal is historically known as a gathering place for many First
Nations. Today, it is home to a diverse population of Indigenous and other peoples. We respect the continued
connections with the past, present and future in our ongoing relationships with Indigenous and other peoples within
the Montreal community

**Roberts Rules and Governance Workshop held at 4:00 in MB.5.215**

Matt makes announcement regarding CEASE.
1. Call to Order
Meeting called to order at 6:06pm.
a. Roll Call & Excusals
Chairperson thanks all who attended workshop. ISSA, Academic Coordinator, Christina,
Maya excused. Excusal approved unanimously.
2. Chairperson Remarks & Housekeeping
Media disclosure. The link and The Concordian present.
3. Executives’ Remarks
No remarks.
4. Approval of the Agenda
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator says there must be 2 appointments for investigative
committee. Justin Independent moves to approve. Loyola seconds.
5. Consent Agenda
a. Minutes of October RCM

Coms Guild asks that members be more consistently identified on future minutes and requests
revision on October minutes. .
Coms Guild points out issues on September minutes regarding e-voting discussion.
September minutes will be reviewed and revised against the recording for future amendment
b. Executive Reports
i. Advocacy/Executive
ii. Finance
iii. External & Comms
iv. Sustainability & Loyola
v. Student Life & Social
vi. Internal Affairs & Admin
vii. Academic (& September)
viii. Executive Team Meeting Minutes
6. Informational & Presentations
c. Reports from Committees
i. Policy Committee
Independent (Justin) requests that policy committee report be pulled from Consent Agenda .
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator reiterate they requested policy committee minutes be
tabled to December as they would like to undertake further research.
ii. Finance Committee
iii. Social Committee
iv. Sustainability Committee
v. Internal Committee
vi. Advocacy Committee
vii. CommX
viii. Academic Committee (& September)
ix. Task Force to Eliminate Racial & Sexual Harassment & Violence
Coms Guild moves to approve all reports.
CUBCAPS seconds.

a. ASFA Executive Consul Report – C. Kalafatidis
PSSA says Halloween party organized by ASFA had some logistical issues such as long lineup,
refund requests. PSSA mentions there have been difficulties finding a CEO for ASFA and that
there will be a referendum to increase the fee-levy for ASFA.
b. Budget YTD update – C. Owusu-Acheaw
Finance Coordinator presents Budget YTD, detailing expenses and income. AHSCA requests
a detailed list of expenses incurred on Halloween party. Finance Coordinator says they are
available at his office at any time. Independent (Justin) inquires after check to be paid out by
CASA. Finance Coordinator says they are working on getting it. Loyola and Sustainability
Coordinator asks as to why there is an expense listed under the Loyola committee. Coms
Guild inquiries about expense listed under incorrect line, Finance Coordinator will correct it.
Finance Coordinator reassures councillors they are available for further inquiries in person and
by email.
7. Business Recurring
a. Appointments
CUPA asks for clarification regarding Loyola committee. Loyola and Sustainability
Coordinator explains current committee activities.
i. Loyola Committee
JSA nominates themselves to Loyola committee. WSSA seconds.
Motion passes.
ii. ComEX Committee
External Affairs and Communications Coordinator explains ComEX activities. No
nominations.
Independent (Justin) moves to open committee to mebersat large.
Coms Guild seconds. Motion passes by mutual consent.
iii. Finance Committee

LAS nominates themselves to Finance Committee.
LSA seconds. No opposition. LAS is nominated.
iv. Social Committee
Independent (Tori) explains Social Committee activities. Independent (Justin) nominates
themselves. Independent (Patrick) seconds. No opposition. Independent (Justin) is
appointed.
v. Academic Committee
WSSA clarifies current committee activities. SCPASA nominates themselves. CASE seconds.
No opposition, appointment carries.
vi. Investigative Committee.
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator explains new committe’s activities. Internal Affairs
and Administration Coordinator explains that knowledge of sexual harassment policy and
how to deal with this type of complaint is important. WSSA explains that experience and
knowledge regarding sexual and racial discrimination complaints is also highly desirable.
Annika nominates themselves.
CRSA seconds
Alessia nominates themselves
WSSA seconds
Naschra nominates themselves.
Loyola College seconds.
Nominees motivate.
Voting by secret ballot ensues.
Alessia and Annika were appointed out of 3 candidates to the committee, by ranked majority.

8. Business Arising (Substantive)
a. Sustainable Transportation – N. Gertler
Coms Guild claims policy for sustainable transportation was announced in October and faced
pushback. Opens floor to discussion. CUPA expresses concern about policy being announced
abruptly. PSSA says current wording interferes with students ability to undertake group activities
by car. WSSA says there are sustainable alternatives. Independent (Patrick) explains that
sustainability is not as clearly defined as many people think, and sometimes car transportation
is necessary. Suggests that wording be changed. PSSA agrees that common aim is to make
ASFA more sustainable, but proposes policy be discussed by Sustainability committee.
Coms Guild moves that a joint session of Sustainability and Finance committees in order put
forward a policy regarding what is considered a sustainable transportation reimbursement
policy, taking into account sustainability and reasonable circumstances for gas reimbursement.
Coms Guild moves.
Independent (Patrick) seconds.
WSSA asks if there is a specific procedure for gas reimbursement in present policy. External
Affairs and Communications Coordinator says not at the moment.
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator clarifies policy is not about out-of-pocket expenses, but
actual reimbursed expenses. Coms Guild agrees that buses are a good transportation
alternative, but that if a destination is out of reach of public transportation there must be
compromise. Kayla points out there is no mention of buses in sustainability policy. Finance
Coordinator says Finance committee is more than willing to look into issue and meet with
Sustainability committee.
WSSA moves to table policy till January.
USAT seconds.
WSSA proposes CUPA use alternatives rather than gas to attend ASFA-related event.
Finance Coordinator suggests that Cupa be reimbursed for transportation until the policy can
be revisited and approved.

Coms Guild moves to amend: suspends finance committee's decision regarding gas
reimbursement decision be suspended until January. Amendment passes.
SCPASA seconds.
17 votes for, 10 against. Amendment carries.
Main Motion carries.
WSSA noted vote against.
Motion to table sustainability policy.
Motion carries unanimously.
b. Executive Decree re: By-Elections Procedure – M. Rolland
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator explains online voting will be used for by-elections.
Certain procedures from voting policy must be reviewed (notwithstanded) as it was written for
paper voting.
MOTION to ratify Executive Decree.
Motion carries unanimously.
c. Annex C: CEO Approval – E. Boulanger
Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator moves to notwithstand certain parts of Annex C.
Coms Guild seconds.
WSSA moves to divide question. PSSA seconds. Diving motion passes.
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator explains what Internal Affairs and Administration
Coordinator is proposing allowing members of one association CEO of another association.
Independent (Patrick) suggests in the future CEO positions be more widely announced.
WSSA makes inquiry about Annex C. Chairperson explains clauses that pertain MAs are
13b,13e, 13f,13g

WSSA moves to amend motion, to notwithstand Annex C 13a, e, f, and g.
Loyola College seconds.
Motion passes consensually.
USAT moves to add “with the condition that the CEO may not have a conflict of interest with the
MA” at end of sentence.
CRSA seconds.
SHAC asks for clarification on Annex C original wording and amendment. Chairperson clarifies.
Motion passes consensually.
Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator moves to make notwithstanding permanent.
WSSA suggests that making this permanent may create apathy in the advertising of these
positions. JSA adds it might also encourage abuse. Independent (Justin) says this issue has
been happening for years. Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator agrees.
Independent (Tori) points out that this change would make the practice official as it has been
happening. Coms Guild suggests changing word choose to tendering application.
JSA asks if priority will be given to applicants who are not MAs. Internal Affairs and
Administration Coordinator say yes.
SCPASA proposes amendment to add “ as long as adequate promotion is done” to Annex C.
Loyola College seconds.
JSA asks if Annex C actually specifies that priority will be given to non-MA executive applicants.
Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator explain that original wording would suggest
that.
JSA moves to amend and add that “and priority consideration is given to non-MA executive
applicants”.
WSSA seconds.

WSSA asks for clarification on JSA amendment. JSA explains.
ESC asks for clarification on what is considered adequate promotion.
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator suggests amendment wording be changed to “as long
as adequate and reasonable promotion is made , according to CommX”
WSSA suggests amendment be tabled until January or February.
Motion passes.
Priority amendments carries.
Conflict of interest amendment passes.
All amendments passed.
WSSA proposes 5 min recess.
Recess taken.
d. Fee Levy Increase – C. Owusu-Acheaw
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator speaks about current state of fee-levy and how it is
calculated, in addition to how it is used by ASFA and why a referendum for an increase will be
held.
PSSA asks everyone to spread the word as much as possible.
WSSA encourages other executives to look into having their associations accredited and to
explore other funding options. AHSCSA asks if there will be an increase of funds to the Social
committee. Advocacy and Executive Coordinator says no.
e. STR Motion – J. Lefebvre
WSSA moves. Look at documents
CASE seconds.

Finance Coordinator asks if any MAs need to house anyone as part of ASFA events.
CASE says it might be needed in in the winter term.
Independent (Tori) moves amend and add exclusion clause “excluding special circumstances
as defined by Finance committee” .
JSA asks what circumstances would be special. Chairperson clarifies that be defined on a
case by case basis by Finance committee .
CRSA points out that in the past using airbnb is often the best option for the budget.
USAT asks why some people have reservations about airbnb . Chairperson explains it is on
the motion document, and supporting documents provided by the mover.
Coms Guild points out that due to ethical concerns it might be best not to allow for special
circumstances.
WSSA expands on why short term rentals are often detrimental to students.
Amendment carries.
WSSA moves to amend as follows: “If special circumstances occur where the short term rental
marketplace is seen as the only financially viable option, Finance Committee will increase the
budget in order to fund another option”.
CRSA seconds
CRSA asks how extra funds will be provided.
Finance Coordinator say if fee levy increase is approved, it is feasible. If not, then it is not
feasible.
Coms Guild suggests budget might be reconsidered.
Amendment passes.
AHSCSA requests more information. WSSA explain how often short term rental marketplaces
take units off the market and affect students.

CUPA expresses concern regarding budget for accommodation if fee-levy is not approved.
Suggests decision be revisited after referendum.
Finance Coordinator suggests MAs open their homes to ASFA related visitors.
WSSA clarifies that expenses already incurred in short term rental accommodation will have a
2-week period to request a refund.
Motions carries.
f. Street Team Motion – J. Occhionero
Independent (Justin) moves.
JSA seconds.
Independent (Justin) motivates.
Loyola and Sustainability Coordinator moves to amend to include all committees in
communication.
Motion carries.
Independent (Justin) moves to appoint a coordinator of the street team. Independent (Justin)
nominates themselves.
WSSA  seconds.
Coms Guild moves to appoint Independent (Justin) a
 s interim coordinator.
Motion carries.
X. ASFA elections officer.
Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator explains there has been an issue finding a
CEO, who is needed so elections can go ahead. Internal Affairs and Administration
Coordinator has been fulfilling CEO duties. Executives can only be hired by the council.
Council must notwithstand Annex A.

SCPASA asks for more time to look for a CEO. Chairperson explains need of a CEO persists.
HKAPSA points out possible conflict of interest.
Independent (Patrick) asks how the position was advertised. Internal Affairs and
Administration Coordinator explains it was posted on asfas website and social media.
Chairperson clarifies what conflict of interest consists of.
Coms Guild points out CEO position has intrinsic issues.
WSSA moves to have position of interim ceo be filled by a member of the council.
CRSA seconds.
WSSA motivates.
Motion carries.
Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator steps out as they are currently acting as
CEO.
SCPASA asks for CEO job duties.
Independent (Evan) explains that the CEO will make sure that all election rules are upheld, in
addition to social media monitoring.
Coms Guild asks if any councillors are interested in the position. Three councillors are
interested.
Coms Guild moves to compensate Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator with
$100 .
WSSA seconds.
WSSA moves to amend and pay $50 to Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator.
Independent (Tori), Coms Guild and Advocacy and Executive Coordinator argue that $100
would be a more adequate compensation to Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator.

Chairperson asks who is favor of paying $100. 20 agree, 2 people are against.
Motion to pay Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator $100 passes.
Internal Affairs and Administration Coordinator steps back in.
HKAPSA, SCPASA and JSA propose to be CEO.
Candidates motivate.
Secret ballot ensues.
JSA (Fiona) is elected the interim CEO.
WSSA moves to Notwithstand Annex A, items 27 b, c and d.
Seconded by Loyola College.
Motion carries.
9. Announcements & Question Period
Independent (Justin) invites everyone to get involved with the street team.
WSSA announces there is an arts and science councillors.
Loyola Sustainability Coordinator announces there will be a farmer`s market November 28th.
Finance Coordinator announces there will be a financial audit 2 weeks before the end of the
term.
Chairperson announces CGLSA resigned.
Advocacy and Executive Coordinator announces new office manager is Miles Harvey.
10. CLOSED SESSION
a. Ongoing Legal Files

No updates.
b. Complaint Received
11. Adjournment
Meeting adjourned at 10:41pm.

Regular Council Meeting – April 2019
The Arts and Science Federation of Associations
April 11th, 2019 at 18h00 in H-633, SGW Campus
The Arts and Science Federation of Associations would like to begin by acknowledging that Concordia University is located on unceded Indigenous
lands. The Kanien’kehá:ka Nation is recognized as the custodians of the lands and waters on which we gather today. Tiohtiá:ke/Montreal is historically
known as a gathering place for many First Nations. Today, it is home to a diverse population of Indigenous and other peoples. We respect the continued
connections with the past, present and future in our ongoing relationships with Indigenous and other peoples within the Montreal community. In
recognition of our gathering on these lands, the Arts & Science Federation of Associations has made a donation to The Native Women Shelter of
Montreal (NWSM). We look forward to increasing our support and programs for Indigenous students and community members in the years to come.

1.
Call to Order – Roll Call and Excusals
- Chair calls the meeting to order at 6:09 pm, April 11th. The ASFA declaration of indigenous sovereignty and land acknowledgment is
stated.

2.
Chair Remarks & Housekeeping – MinuteTaker CO/AP7b, Resign(s), Minutes WP*, AGM, Trnstn Prep
- A number of excusals are noted; motion passes consensually to excuse the absentees as a bloc.
- Resignations: Justin (independent councillor), Nick has resigned from COMSGuild because he has been appointed as interim
Communications.

- Large number of minutes in tabled items that still need to be revised; issues with retaining minute-keepers. Rory can take on revising
after exams; proposal is to have these ready for the May AGM.

- As it was mentioned in the email received before the meeting, this is a busy meeting featuring many election-related items. Therefore, a
2-speaking privilege and timekeeping will be enforced during certain agenda points
Motion: Omnibus Excusals
Motion Carries Consensually

3.

Executive Remarks

4.

Approval of Agenda – brief initial Closed Session (10b)

- Shifting around the agenda a bit: We will do a closed session at the beginning; in order to address something that MAL visitors are here
for specifically to speak to. Anyone who does not have a placard is asked to leave the room until the open session resumes. We need
a motion for one member-at-large and two judicial members to remain in the room because the topic of the closed session pertains to
them.
Motion: (WSSA / Patrick) allow 1 member-at-large and 2 judicial committee members to remain in the room during closed session
Motion Carries Unanimously
*Closed Session Ensues on 10b*
Motion: Approve Agenda
Motion Carries Consensually
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Regular Council Meeting – April 2019
The Arts and Science Federation of Associations
April 11th, 2019 at 18h00 in H-633, SGW Campus
5.

Consent Agenda – (Annex 5a, 5b, 5c)

- 5c2 minutes being pulled
- Nick: One of the notes in the document states that the budget-line change for COMSGuild shouldn’t be approved because we “chose

-

to have a strike and to neglect events.” We absolutely did not choose to have a strike, we were forced to. I want to point out that
COMSGuild did approve this budget change, so we either need to rescind it or to act on it. The only reason certain planned events did
not take place is because the strike and strike organization took up much of our executives’ time.
Chair: Do I understand correctly that you are disputing a decision, and not the wording of the minutes?
Nick: I am disputing both, especially if the strike motivated this decision in any way. I believe that would be completely contrary to the
stated values of ASFA.
Fincom: One, apologies for the wording used. We just meant to say that certain planned events hadn’t happened. Historically, we have
maintained a strong stance against moving academic funds into other budget lines. We don’t want money being taken from academic
events to be moved toward social events. We understand that this is a particular situation, but while we think your reasoning was great,
we were uncomfortable approving the entire requested amount for that reason.

Motion: (Nick / PSSA) that Council reconsider the decision of fincom from the April meeting regarding COMSGuild
12 For; 4 Against; 1 Abstain
Motion Carries
Motion: (Nick / SCPASA) Adopt the original COMSGUILD proposal, that $1800 be moved from various budget lines into the
administrative student space budget for COMSGuild

- Nick: The strike provided lots of student engagement. There has been general consensus among COMS students that there isn’t really
-

a space in the CJ building for them to go specifically. The idea is to create a student space out of our current, unused office space –
and this idea really came out of the strike. The funds requested would go toward putting furniture in and sprucing the space up a bit.
Fincom: Actually, I apologize, there is a mistake in the minutes. It is not $1000 from academic, it’s $900 from social and $100 from
academic.
Fincom reads out the original proposal for the student space from COMSGuild.
Fincom: Like I previously mentioned, fincom has taken a pretty hard stance on moving money from academic budget lines. We did give
COMS most of the money they requested ($1000 out of $1800), just mostly out of their social budget line.
Jane: You need to have a very detailed budget and list of expenses. This is very important, and there wasn’t much detail included in
the original request as to what the money would actually be going toward. Also, a lot of the COMS events that did not happen were
planned to occur before the strike, so I fail to see how the strike would have impacted their ability to have these events
Fincom: The budgets that are allocated are based on what events are submitted at the beginning of the year. It gets annoying to
transfer from one budget line to another. While there is a bit of wiggle room provided, that doesn’t mean that the budget you have can
simply be used on whatever comes along throughout the year. It’s based on what you requested for specific events.
Nick: I guess this brings up a philosophical question, then. Should it be ASFA on top and delegating to the MAs, or should it be the
MAs building ASFA from the bottom? I think the approach of having Fincom dictating what MAs can and can’t spend money on is
harmful.
Tori: Can we propose that COMSGuild come up with a more specific budget of what they want to spend money on? Perhaps if they
get things done by an agreed-upon time, they can get the money they asked for?
Jane: I just want to point out the one MA getting money means that another MA is not getting it.
Nick: That is not entirely true.
Fincom: I think what Jane is getting at is that the money is all split between MAs at the beginning of the year.

7 For; 7 Against;
Motion Fails
Chair: I will allow a revisit of this topic later on under 7 or 8.
Motion: Approve Consent Agenda exception of Fincom Report
Motion Carries Unanimously

6.

Information & Presentations
6.a. Executive Consul Report – T. Smith-Ayotte
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Regular Council Meeting – April 2019
The Arts and Science Federation of Associations
April 11th, 2019 at 18h00 in H-633, SGW Campus
6.b. Financial Update Accounting & Budgeting – G. Cordeiro
- FC: Like I mentioned at the end of my report, we have technology that is supposed to monitor our budget. However, the original

-

-

budget this year was never uploaded into SAGE. As a result, we are basically spending $1000 a year on a check-making software,
which is not its intended use. However, SAGE is also messy in general. You cannot overwrite budget lines that have already been
created, so for example, there are currently 4 different budget lines called “Policy,” and we cannot change this. Now that we are
moving over to RBC, I want to see if there is a way we can rectify this situation – if not for me, then at the very least for my successor.
We need to make it easier to monitor the budget, and SAGE, if used properly, can do that for us.
Our bookkeeper does not have access to important documents that she should have access to.
Our budget was created with no knowledge of operational costs and revenues. For example, we are spending nearly $150 a month in
banking fees because MAs do not have their own bank account. We have been paying for phone lines that we did not know existed.
During the first 6 months of this exec’s mandate, we spent $6000 that wasn’t budgeted. Legal fees were not budgeted for. The council
food budget was not realistic at all. We are over-budget in many areas. We have spent over $24,000 on accounting and budgeting,
versus $6000 that was budgeted.
This budget is the most tangled web I have seen. There are multiple documents where record-keeping occurs, just in terms of
cheques. There are multiple budget documents that do not communicate with each other at all. Out of the $215,000 that was
allocated to MAs, the only way I could tell you what was actually spent is if I go line-by-line on 32 MA budget lines.
I promise I will get to the bottom of this by May. I am working on a new, permanent system with Doreen so that new finance
coordinators cannot just come in and use their own system.
SCPASA: Where is ASFA at budget-wise? I know you don’t have specific numbers, but do you have a basic estimate?
Finance: In terms of what we’ve spent, right now what we’re looking at is possibly being able to balance out the budget. There are
definitely budget areas that we’ve overspent on, but we may be able to balance with surpluses in other areas.
Chair: Do you think you will be in a deficit at the end of this term?
Finance: It’s possible. It won’t be significant, but there’s at least a potential deficit in terms of operational costs.
Chair: Do we have a bank balance that can serve as a buffer in case there is a deficit?
Finance: Yes. We won’t go into debt automatically after this term. The only thing it might affect is how much money we have in
advance for frosh.
Michelle: If we are in deficit, how badly will it affect the MAs next year?
Finance: What will affect the MAs next year is more the fact that the budget was made with no consideration of actual expenses that
ASFA has, and less the deficit. The money that we do have, some of it has to be spent on certain things that weren’t necessarily
budgeted. This may have an impact.
Chair: As councillors, you are personally responsible for paying your employees. You are all responsible for the financial situation of your
business.
Elliott: We do also get the summer fee levies, which will be applied to this year’s budget because we receive it before June 1st.
Nick: Frosh also generates a fair amount of revenue.
Finance: I just want to let you know that due to a family situation, I may have limited access to my emails for the next few days.
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Regular Council Meeting – April 2019
The Arts and Science Federation of Associations
April 11th, 2019 at 18h00 in H-633, SGW Campus
6.c. Judicial Committee Attendance – M. Mufti
- Presentation given Proposing Abolishment of JC
- Chair: We’ll take questions first and then comments.
- Jane: You’ve made some conflicting statements. You apparently have had no work to do all year, but then suddenly you’re having
trouble resolving cases. You’ve also talked about issues in resolving cases – what are these?

- Devan: Lack of options available for people, issues contacting folks who’ve already graduated, our lack of ability to do much concrete
to do for people…

- Elliott: Why internal and policy wasn’t aware of this? It’s my job to make sure that GC is working according to policy. Why weren’t we
-

made aware of this?
Muna: We wanted MAs to be involved as well, so we wanted to consult with them.
Elliott: Any policy changes need to be brought to council.
Chair: Please let’s just keep in mind that Let’s keep just to actionable items.
Speaker: Why is the immediate response to these issues to abolish the committee?
Devan: We just don’t feel like it makes sense to keep it. It’s become less and less relevant.
Speaker: Why not make a motion to increase the relevance of the existing structure? Why not work directly with the policy and internal
committees in order to revise or discuss the role of JC?
Devan: That would be nice, but the structural issues make it difficult.

- Chair: We’ll now move onto the discussion.
- Jane: Thank you for presenting. I get that you feel that JC is not relevant; it’s possible to reform it, but it would require a lot of structural
-

changes that require a referendum question. What I would suggest is to look up ways to improve JC – how can we streamline the
decision process?
Zachary: I would like to send this to policy committee.

Motion: (Zachary / WSSA) JC Abolishment be sent to Policy Committee

- Nick: I propose to extend an invite to JC members to this policy committee
- Invitation is extended
- Mylene: The nature of JC is very secretive. There is a huge issue on visibility, I didn’t even know that MAs could access it. It would be
good to spread the word that JC is available to help resolve MA issues.

- Chair: I’ve actually added that JC will be consistently invited to Council from now on. That way, there may be a bit more transparency
as to the role of JC.

- SHAC: I think this was a good presentation, because there is a lot of confusion about JC. I’m now reading the ASFA bylaws, and
-

actually, JC’s decisions are supposed to be binding and final. So, I think JC and ASFA need to get together and discuss these issues
to ensure that everyone is on the same page as to what JC can and cannot do.
Chair: I’ve also reviewed the bylaws, and I don’t think their decisions are binding…
SHAC: It’s point 97b in the bylaws.
Chair: Okay, there may be some ambiguity. If anyone wants to discuss this, send an email to policy committee.
Elliott: It’s important to keep in mind that the role of JC is a last step, to be used if something isn’t or can’t be resolved through the MA
and/or through ASFA. JC could simply not receive something because it has already been resolved. There’s a reason we don’t know
who’s on judicial boards – it has to be impartial and relatively anonymous.
Nick: I personally don’t think we need to abolish JC, but it will be good to have input from the JC on how to improve it.

Motion Carries Unanimously

6.d. Internal Communications Future – N. Gertler
- Nick: Managing internal communications has been a challenge. I have done some things to hopefully make this easier in the future.
- I’ve gotten us registered as a non-profit on google. This means that we get unlimited accounts. Every MA will get google accounts for
-

each of its positions starting this year. This will hopefully improve and consolidate our internal communications. I have also created a
finance mailing list, and I can just as easily create a Council mailing list with everyone’s emails.
Finally, all councillors will have access to an archive of council docs from past years.
No further comments or concerns
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6.e. Annual Elections 2019 Report – CEO / E. Boulanger
- Chair: Everyone’s gotten this in advance, so I would like the discussion points to be kept to a minimum. Elliott will give us the Coles
Notes.

- Elliott: The CEO was to only send us a portion of the report for now, regarding online voting and how it went, so that we could make a
-

clear decision tonight. The process at some polling stations went better than others. The turnout wasn’t very high at polling stations –
turnout was higher overall, but not at polling stations, bringing up whether there is a need for tabling in the future.
Chair: Are there questions or concerns specifically related to this report?
Tori: I think it’s early to be discussing whether to table or not next year, giving that it was all over the place this year.

6.f.

Online Elections Report – M. Rolland

- Maggie: I was the liaison between CEOs and IITS to facilitate online voting. I do not recommend MyVote or endorse it in any way. It was

-

very difficult to set up and use. I went to the initial meeting to discover that all of the things I wanted to be included – candidate bios,
emailing all voters – could not be included. IITS told me it was possible to put up links to the candidate bios. I ended up having to
segment the 16,000-student list into 33 separate department lists because that what was IITS needed me to do. I had to create a
Google doc with all of the candidates and create the election questions – every single question, for every candidate, for every election.
This took a lot of time. Once I sent all of this to IITS, they told me that some departments had multiple programs, and multiple
associations, and that the program would not allow further segmentation by program. The affected institutions had to switch to paper
voting, which was a nightmare.
Another issue was that hyperlinks were not able to be incorporated. The only thing we were able to do was to put a text link, which is
not super accessible and doesn’t really encourage people to engage with information pertaining to their vote.
In terms of the user side of things, I’ve received no complaints. However, the organizational side of it was much less than ideal.
Richard: Thank you Maggie for doing this, it sounds like an absolute nightmare.
Jane: Did any MAs not meet quorum?
Elliott: One didn’t, and their election was online.

7.

Business Recurring
7.a. Policy / ComEx definition of ‘Adequate Promotion’ (from November)

- Maggie: We have reworked this into a form that can serve as a policy document and will present it in May.
Tabled: Chair informally tables until May RCM

7.b. Workshops/Trainings – E. Boulanger
- Elliott: Next workshops and training will be for incoming execs. No more workshops and training for those
- Maggie: I’m in the process of creating the registration form for the MA retreat. Please start telling your incoming executives about the
-

retreat!
Speaker: Is it two days as a sleepover or do we go home?
Maggie: You go home! It will be a 9-5 both days kind of thing.
Chair: Is there anything in the works for reform of the MA retreat?
Maggie: We want to reform the MA retreat so that it can provide information that the executives really need. It should be in the mandate
of the next executives to incorporate some sort of transition day

7.c. Cashless ASFA – PSSA
- PSSA: Can we table this point again?
- Chair: Does the PSSA have a point that hasn’t been resolved in the New Cash Handling Policy?
- PSSA: Yes, but you can remove the point for now and I will let you know when I’m ready to put it back on the agenda
Agenda Topic suspended

8.

Business Arising Substantive
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8.a. Quebec Legislative Bill 21 – M. Baghdisar
WHEREAS Bill 21 discriminates against ethnic minorities, particularly Muslim, Sikh, and Jewish communities;
WHEREAS Bill 21 uses the notwithstanding clause to go against the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom and the Quebec Charter of
Rights and Freedom;
WHEREAS discrimination in the workplace based on religion is illegal according to the Commission des normes, de l’équité, de la santé
et de la sécurité du travail;
WHEREAS the grandfather clause discriminates against students and nothing was set aside to compensate them;
WHEREAS current employees will be affected when they decide to change jobs;
WHEREAS Bill 21 shows a xenophobic attitude towards immigrants and sends a message of exclusion;
WHEREAS Bill 21 creates division in Quebec, a province that should be inclusive;
WHEREAS Bill 21 leads to hateful comments on ethnic minorities on social media, especially Muslim women;
WHEREAS laws are put into place to protect the vulnerable population and must not contribute to their marginalization;
WHEREAS the population should not have to choose between their identity and their career;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT ASFA officially positions itself against Bill 21;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT MAs and executives will encourage manifestations against Bill 21;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT ASFA will help students protest Bill 21 on April 14th.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT ASFA supports the letter to Quebec’s CAQ government condemning introduction of Bill 21 banning
religious symbols and will promote it:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jxIC8sBeQusYANWY7u6ioteOuhiMTsJrBf_iTynWmjY/edit?
fbclid=IwAR10rRlCAddjiBU_vGc7faUH8GoTNBrhcDT48Zh056KGOLGJsCGZRVk2lXc.
Motion: (USAT / CRSA) Adopt Proposed Motion 8a

- Mylene: I’m not sure if any of you guys read politics or not; is anyone aware of Bill 21 and knows what it is? Bill 21 says that people in

-

authority (public figures), such as prison guards, teachers, etc. I feel that this bill is discriminatory and racist. A religious symbol is
something that is part of your core identity and it’s not right to simply ask someone to remove that. This goes against the Charters of
both Quebec and Canada. Many municipalities are against this bill, as well as school boards.
(Letter referenced in the motion has been pulled out.)
Jane: I would suggest sending this out to the ASFA mailing list; it’s a great letter.
Speaker: I’m in my third year of education. The stress of this bill is unbearable. If this passes, am I going to be able to find a placement
in my final internship? Will I get a job? Will I be able to get my degree? I would just encourage everyone to apply pressure on the
government to oppose this.

Amend: (Nick / SCPASA) Add BIFR that ASFA calls upon Concordia University to further contest Bill 21 publicly by refusing to implement
Amendment Carries Unanimously
Motion Carries Unanimously
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8.b. Annual General Meeting – E. Boulanger
- Maggie: We’re just going to talk about all the dates under this point. I’ll talk about May council first, which may be occurring on May 9th
or May 16th. We will also decide when to have our AGM. We would like to probably have the council on the same day.

- Chair: May council is incredibly busy and incredibly long. We discuss many important financial and policy decisions. Everything that is
tabled needs to be discussed.

- Maggie: We need to vote on which day May council is. I think policy committee as a whole would appreciate it being on the third week,
-

just to ensure that we can get everything done.
Jane: Are there any councillors who would be physically present on one day and not the other?
Straw Poll Taken: 7 people potentially may not be able to make it at all. 6 people cannot be there on the 16th but can be on the 9th.
Gigi: Finance committee would also prefer the 3rd week.
Motion for the May Council being on the 16th of May. (Not accepted by the floor)
Motion for the May Council being on the 9th of May. (Not accepted by the floor)
Maggie: Can we start by just voting for whether we want the AGM and Council to take place on the same day?
Gigi: I just want to point out that the 9th is right after MA retreat.We’ll also have less time to mobilize the AGM if it occurs on the 9th.
Mylene: Can I propose May 23rd? (Not accepted by the floor)
Nick: More people may be away at the end of the month.
Maggie: I would also just like to point out that for the 9th to be possible, documents would need to be in by the 2nd. This is very tight
timing to finish up the whole year.
Jane: Could we split up the agenda into two meetings?
Chair: I could call an SCM, but it would have to be on either the 9th or 16th based on mailing timelines
Gigi: I don’t think splitting up the last meeting of the term is a good idea.
Chair: Can we send out a doodle and revisit this point once people have provided input on availability?
Gigi: Can I just ask that we remove the 9th or any day preceding it as an option?
(A schedule is being created for people to vote on. No weekend options for the sake of having the AGM on the same day.)
Room Consents to a Doodle w options, this will be revisited at the end of the meeting. We will move on to other discussion points.

Motion: (Assembly) As per the previous agreement and subsequent doodle’s results, the AGM and RCM will occur on May 16th.
Motion Carries Unanimously
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8.c. Council Employees Compensation – Fincom
Motion: (Gigi / PSSA) to appoint Internal as Temporary Chair for this Agenda point
Approved Consensually; (Chair Rory leaves room)
WHEREAS the ASFA Chair provides a service to ASFA by chairing ASFA Council Meetings;
WHEREAS this service entails chairing ASFA council, direct preparation for council , duties outside of scheduling a meeting -- ex:
requests to chair email/council assistance, outside of an RC, revision of minutes, among many other duties;
WHEREAS hours spent for prep, minutes revision, mailings, agenda, document collection, chairing the meeting, etc, results in a rough
hourly wage of less than $6;
WHEREAS the ASFA Chair currently receives $115 per regular meeting not including special council meetings, any issue that may arise
outside of regular council that would require their involvement, investigations, or any other other general administrative duties or
preparation;
WHEREAS ASFA is responsible for compensating the ASFA Chair monetarily for their time and services, and this;
WHEREAS ASFA has undertaken a position to compensate employees and staff with a living wage;
WHEREAS the current compensation model for the ASFA Chair is insufficient to compensate for the duties of the ASFA Chair
BE IT RESOLVED THAT ASFA compensate the ASFA Chair $200 per regular council meeting and $150 per special council meeting via
honorarium.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT ASFA compensate the ASFA Chair an honorarium in the amount of $15/hour for work that exceeds
the regular duties of the ASFA chair in excess of 15 hours per week.
Motion: (Gigi / WSSA) Adopt Proposed Motion 8c
Amend: (SCPASA / HCAPSA) Add BIFR that ASFA retroactively compensate chair for time throughout this entire mandate year according
to this model
17 For; 1 Abstain;
Amendment Carries
Amend: (WSSA / CRSA) Add BIFR that this compensation model be revised annual to reflect cost of living increases.
22 For;
Amendment Carries
Amend: (Maggie / Gigi) edit 15hrs weekly to monthly, and $225 per RCM
Amendment Carries

- Gigi: The chair does a lot of work both inside and outside of the meeting. We want to ensure that the Chair’s compensation is fair and
-

represents a living hourly wage.
Maggie: I would amend to retroactively compensate our chair for their time throughout the whole year.
Mylene: Does this mean that every week the Chair gets compensation?
Maggie: No, it should say per month.
Mylene: I think it would be fair to pay the chair for the time spent outside of meetings.
Gigi: The basic honorarium covers 15 hours per month of Chair work. Anything outside of that is where the $15/hour would kick in.
Jane: I would like to amend that it will be revised annually for cost of living.

Motion Carries Unanimously
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8.d. Simply Voting Proposal – M. Rolland
Whereas ASFA elections have been hold online for the last 2 elections (by-election and general election)
Whereas working with IITS and the My Vote system is not the ideal for the size and population of ASFA
Whereas the difference in voting turnout has slightly increase (for ASFA) and for some MA has increase significantly
Whereas that ASFA has already looked as an alternative for My Vote system and that we have a quote already from SimplyVote
Whereas it would be simpler and more manageable to use a third party to go with them them keep working with My Vote
Be it resolved that ASFA use the service of a third party for the future of ASFA Election
Be it further resolve that ASFA MAs has will also be included in this, but has the right to
optout from it. After the election they are automatically re added to the regular online list.
Motion: (Elliot / CRSA) Adopt Proposed Motion 8d

- Maggie: I’m not necessarily arguing for Simply Voting, but I think this should be considered as another option as we are currently in a
-

revision of Concordia’s MyVote system. Associated costs are at the end and need to be considered.
Gigi: I just want to clarify, based on your experience with MyVote, would Simply Voting be easier to use and more effective?
Maggie: Yes
Classics: The MAs that had an issue with online voting, this would be resolved with Simply Voting?
Maggie: Yes.
Jane: I think that the committee needs to look at how online voting reflects the process and the turnout.
SCPASA: With my MA election, there was an issue with a student who was concerned about online voting occurring with no vote from
the MA to do this. Our MA seems to think that they should have been consulted on this before it was implemented.
Nick: Election procedures are regulated by ASFA, and MAs can choose to opt out.
Maggie: We can also recommend that MAs consult with their members as to whether they want to use online voting. If most of your
members don’t want to use online voting, you can always choose to opt out permanently.
Mylene: For my MA, we weren’t able to do online voting, and it was very frustrating because we were hoping to get online elections. It
is very hard to convince students to come vote in-person. So I just want to put it out there that some MAs are definitely in favor of
online voting.
Maggie: If any councillors would like to be involved in elections policy, let me know. By the way, we only have 19 participants on the poll
so far for the AGM date

Amend: (Nick / CCSA) Add BIFT policy committee propose annex amendments to reflect online voting
Amendment Carries Consensually
Motion Carries Unanimously
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8.e. Fee Levy Adjustments for MA – Fincom
WHEREAS ASFA provides a budget for its Member Associations to operate annually WHEREAS Member Associations without a fee levy
rely solely on ASFA for its primary funding to operate all year
WHEREAS Member Associations that have a fee levy have outside sources of funding than the ASFA fee levy that are in excess of the
capabilities of ASFA to provide
BE IT RESOLVED THAT member associations that have their own fee levy that amounts to over $8K per annum shall not receive an
operational budget from ASFA’s annual budget
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT if those member associations receive in excess of $20K per annum that they are not able to apply for
special project funding from the member association special project fund.
Motion: (Gigi / Evan) Adopt Proposed Motion 8e

- Gigi: Just to motivate this, we note that some MAs have very low budgets whereas some have very high budgets. Some MAs have a
-

fee levy or otherwise do not rely solely on ASFA for funding. This motion is just to make it fair for the associations who rely solely on
ASFA for funding.
CUPA: The MAs who have fee levies, is that considered when allocating ASFA funding?
Gigi: I would love to assume that this is taken into consideration, but I’m not sure, and I don’t know whether that was done this year.
Maggie: I think the rationale for asking for ASFA money additionally is that students in the MA pay the ASFA fee levy regardless of
whether or not they get money from ASFA. That being said, I totally agree with this motion.
Evan: The PSSA, for example, has a rather large fee levy. The ASFA money received by the PSSA might have been better served being
redistributed to other MAs.
Mylene: Can MAs have the information about adding the fee levy?
Gigi: Only accredited associations are able to have fee levies. A number of MAs are not accredited. This would have had to go through
as a referendum. Elliott can also provide more information about this.
Jane: WSSA is one of the MAs that is accredited but does not have fee levies. I’m a little biased because I’m on fincom, but I think this
is a great motion. ASFA is underfunded, and one MA getting money means another does not get it.
CUPA: Will this motion help balance out MA allocations?
Gigi: Yes.

Unanimously For; 1 Abstain;
Motion Carries

8.f.

Fincom Report & COMS Guild Added Agenda item

MOTION: To have coms guild submit a more complete application for the re allocation of funds (meaning prices (Cost breakdown) of
objects and or services needed to build their student space).
Coms guild must also provide a specific plan of action (time frame) for the executive to show that if the funds are allocated they will be
able to finish their intended project before the end of their mandate (June 1st).
This application will be submitted to Finance Coordinator Gigi Cordeiro and Fin-com.
In the case that what was previously mentioned and asked by coms guild is not done and the project is not completed as stated in their
application, FINCOM has the right to revert to the original budget approved (1,000$) for this project.
Motion: (Tori / TESLA) Adopt Proposed Motion (above)

- Tori: I think this is an important point, in order to support the MA in their project and allow them to reallocate money they were already
given.

- SCPASA: I think this is a good idea. I think this goes along with what was said aloud by fincom, rather than the language used in the
report, which I was a bit uncomfortable with.

- Jane: Even if your application is rejected, you can always resubmit your application.
23 For;
Motion Carries
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8.g. Signing Oﬃcer Authority Notwithstanding (Urgently Added)
Motion for Notwithstanding bylaws to make Student Life Coordinator a signing officer for FROSH
WHEREAS all signing officers will be away during the summer
WHEREAS FROSH needs to be prepared and financial transactions need to be made to do so
WHEREAS this would make the work of the student life coordinator much more efficient
WHEREAS a second signing officer is needed in compliance with our bylaws
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this motion be implemented notwithstanding all applicable bylaws
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this motion be implemented only until all signing officers return
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this motion have this year’s finance coordinator, Gigi Cordeiro, act as a signing officer until the incoming
finance coordinator returns
Motion: (Evan / SCPASA) Adopt Proposed Motion (above)
Motion (retroactively) Carries as Adjacent to Proceeding

- Evan: Just to give context, I am the incoming GC, but both I and the incoming finance coordinator will be away for the summer. This
motion ensures that we will have the required two signing officers.

- Maggie: I don’t think it’s good practice to have an outgoing exec to retain signing officer privilege. Can we amend the motion to add a
-

signing officer of the new exec?
Tori: I definitely want someone with financial experience and who will be in town. Can we appoint her as interim? Is that possible?
Chair: I think we need to make sure Gigi is okay with this.
Gigi: I’m okay with it in terms of being able to assist, but of course, it’s at Council’s discretion.
Chair: We could vote to make you an honorary officer.
Nick: If this is just for frosh expenses, what happens to MA expenses early in the semester?
Richard: I’ll be back every two weeks if needed to sign things, it’s just about time-sensitive stuff needing to be signed.
Gigi: There are going to be things needing to be done over the summer in terms of finance. It’s not just signing officer stuff. I’m
concerned about the actual process of the financials, as there are going to be points for the finance coordinator to continue on in the
summer in order to ensure that financial issues get done.
Jane: I move to table this to May Council. (Not accepted by floor)
Evan: I would prefer for the current signing officers to be here to discuss this.
Jane It seems like we’re having a conversation that should have taken place before this.
Gigi: Can we discuss this at an SCM only for this point? We need to discuss the operational aspects of ASFA’s finances over the
summer.
Chair: This cannot be tabled to May because of the urgency, but I would entertain tabling to a committee or tabling to an SCM.
Room informally votes to take a 10-minute recess for this to be discussed amongst relevant parties
** Recess: 10 minutes; Council Resumed at: **

Motion: (Evan / Classics) That an interim Finance Coordinator position shall be created, to be compensated at $15/hr, to be filled by Gigi
C., from June 1st to August 30th 2019, and that during this period Myriam & Tori shall act as Signing Officers, and that the official finance
coordinator shall remain involved in the ASFA Budgeting and Financial operations. This motion is made in cognizance of, and
notwithstanding, any applicable Bylaws.
Motion Carries under 2/3 Majority

9.

Announcements & Question Period

- Jane: Just want to announce the recent creation of three new bursaries for students. Big thank you to SASU and First Peoples
Studies.

- Elliott: Two events happening in the next two weeks – tomorrow at 9:30 in front of the GM building, there will be a protest against
Concordia’s inaction on sexual violence. Also, on April 17th, there is the $2 million dance party for accessible education.

- Maggie: Terrace fest is taking place tomorrow from 2-7 pm!
- The ASFA academic committee survey is available in the forum.
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10.

Closed Session (CONFIDENTIAL)

Motion: (Maggie / LAS) allow incoming executives to remain in closed session
Motion Carries Unanimously
** Closed Session Ensues **
Motion: **Motion 10c was ratified to be released into open session, However at Chair’s discretion this is being suppressed
temporarily due to existing confidentiality risks.** R. Blaisdell, May 2019
Motion Failed
Motion: (WSSA / CRSA) to end closed session and return to open session
Motion Carries Unanimously
Motion: (Gigi / WSSA) to ratify motions 8b and 8g, discussed under closed, into open session for the official record
Motion Carries Unanimously

10.a. Legal Files: Ongoing, Previous, Potential
10.b. Elections 2019 Complaint – Chair
10.c. ASFA Deals App Update
10.d. Oﬃce Manager Vacancy – Consul Report
10.e. General & Member Association Elections – Consul Report
11.

Adjournment
** Meeting Adjourned at 23h29 **

Respectfully Attesting,

_______________________________

_______________________________

Rory Blaisdell, ASFA Chairperson

ASFA Secretary Minutetaker
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Annex Items
5.

Consent Agenda
5.a. Minutes
5.b. Executive Reports
i. Advocacy/Executive
ii. Finance
iii. External & Comms
iv. Sustainability & Loyola
v. Student Life & Social
vi. Internal Aﬀairs & Admin
vii. Academic
viii.Executive Team Meeting Minutes
5.c. Committee Reports / Minutes
i. Policy Committee
ii. Finance Committee
iii. Social Committee
iv. Sustainability Committee
v. Internal Committee
vi. Advocacy Committee
vii. Communications & External
viii. Academic Committee
ix. Task Force to Eliminate Racial & Sexual Harassment & Violence

1. Tabled & Future Items
1.a. (from July ‘18): Judicial Committee Report (Closed)
1.b. July (SCM), September (RCM), November (RCM) 2018: Minutes Corrections
1.c. December – February RCM Minutes Approval
1.d. ASFA Reform Updates (ongoing)
1.e.

Director Compensation (from February)

1.f.

Executive Voting Privileges (From February)

1.g. Permanence of online voting in May
1.h. Executive Performance Reviews May Closed
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Arts and Science Federation of Associations (ASFA)
Regular Council Meeting - 2019-05-16
Meeting minutes

ASFA - Regular Council Meeting, 05/16
Meeting minutes

1 Call to order
Chair calls the meeting to order at 6:10 pm.
2 Chair remarks and housekeeping
Chair: This is the May Regular Council meeting. I’m going to start with the territorial
acknowledgment:
We would like to begin by acknowledging that this meeting of ASFA Council is taking
place on unceded Indigenous lands. The Kanien’kehá:ka Nation is recognized as the
custodians of the lands and waters on which we gather today. Tiohtiá:ke, also known as
Montreal, is historically known as a gathering place for many First Nations. Today, it is
home to a diverse population of Indigenous and other peoples. We respect the continued
connections with the past, present, and future in our ongoing relationships with
Indigenous and other peoples within the Montreal community.
Chair: Are there any media in the room?
No media are present in the room.
Chair: If you are a Councillor starting in June, please sign the confidentiality form so that
you can be allowed into closed sessions this evening. If you’re not comfortable signing it
now, that’s totally okay – you’ll just be asked to leave during tonight’s closed sessions.
3 Executive remarks – absences
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M. Rolland: We’d like to welcome our incoming office manager, John Hutton, who is
present tonight.
Chair: We have received a few absence notices for this meeting. I verified that all have
reasonable excuses, so let’s move to excuse them.
No oppositions to excusing the absent Councillors.
4 Approval of the agenda
Addition of a discussion point: 8f) Tuition hikes.
Addition of a discussion point: 8g) MA budget deadline.
Addition of a point: 8h) Past workshops.
Chair: Does anyone object to approving the agenda as modified?
No objections.
5 Consent agenda
No objections to approving the consent agenda.
6 Informational and presentations
a) Ombuds report.
No further questions about Tori’s report.
b) Accounting and budgeting.
Gigi: (Presentation.)
TESLSA: Are you expecting ASFA to be over budget or under budget this year?
Gigi: I think we’ll be fine. It’s hard to make any specific expenses because there are still
expenses coming in at this point, but from what I see right now, I think we’ll either balance
out or end up a little under-budget for the year. A lot of MAs didn’t spend their entire
budget. So I can’t guarantee anything right now, but I don’t foresee us having an issue. I
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can also say that we currently have $100,000 in a GIC to be used for frosh, and around
$80-90,000 in funds remaining in the bank.
No further questions.
c) Recommendations from task force.
Maggie: (Presentation.)
No further questions.
d) ASFA survey.
Speaker: (Presentation.)
No further questions.
Chair: I would like to take this opportunity to remind everyone that the May Council
meeting is a very good time for incoming execs to take note of recommendations and
notes being made concerning their year.
e) Incoming executive
Chair: The executive is not here tonight to present.
f) End of year reports
Chair: Any questions about the end-of-year reports? These will be approved at the AGM.
7 Business recurring
a) ComEx definition of “adequate promotion.”
Chair: Any update on this? This is one of our longest-tabled items ever.
Maggie: If you put it at the end of Business Arising, I might be able to just find the relevant
documents now.
Chair: Tabling this until later, then.
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8 Business arising
a) Indigenous Reparations
J. Lefebvre Prevost: (Insert text of updated motion.)
Seconded by CRSA.
J. Lefebvre Prevost: It’s a wordy motion, but it’s just a way for ASFA to act concretely in
order to support indigenous populations in the Montreal area. The amount requested
represents only 0.2% of our total budget, taking this year’s budget as an example. Ideally,
I would like to see this amount increased every year, but I think $1,000 is a good starting
amount.
Gigi: I just have a question about – first, I think this is awesome, because it is a concrete
action, and this is exactly the type of action that should be taken. However, I’m just
wondering why this money will be spent for the Native Women’s Shelter – is there a way
we could use this funding internally to benefit indigenous students?
J. Lefebvre Prevost: This is a way to support the most marginalized individuals within
indigenous communities. The Native Women’s Shelter works with a lot of low-income and
homeless indigenous women, whereas if you’re studying at Concordia and have access
to internal services, you are already more privileged than other members of the
community. Organizations like the NWS are where the most urgent need is.
Gigi: So this means that the $1,000 would be given as a lump sum at the beginning of
the year?
J. Lefebvre Prevost: Yes.
Nick: Jane had mentioned that in an ideal world, the initial amount given would be
increased annually. It would be great to include this intention in the actual text of the
motion somehow.
Maggie: Maybe we can modify it to include that the amount will be increased with every
fee levy increase?
J. Lefebvre Prevost: Be it further resolved that the reparations amount be revisited
proportionally at each ASFA fee levy increase.
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Gigi: I just want to make sure that this will go into ASFA’s Financial Regulations at the
next revision, so be it further resolved that this motion be incorporated into the Financial
Regulations at their next revision.
Thomas: I would propose to cut “proportionally” and replace it by just “increased.”
Proportional might be unnecessarily limiting.
J. Lefebvre Prevost: I’ll take that as friendly.
Friendly amendment to the main motion: Be it further resolved that the reparations
amount be increased at each ASFA fee levy increase.
No opposition to the amendments.
Vote on the motion: Motion passes unanimously, with 2 abstentions.
b) Permanence of online voting (tabled)
c) Elections Time Conflicts
Maggie: (Insert text of motion.)
Maggie: We have come to terms with the fact that working in an ASFA election – as the
CEO, for example – is extremely time-consuming, and should not be done simultaneously
with running for a position at the CSU. When one individual is occupying both of these
roles at the same time, it becomes very difficult for both jobs to be accomplished properly.
Gigi seconds.
Rachel: I don’t entirely agree with this motion, namely because there are CEO helpers
budgeted for, and that can take a lot of the weight off of someone’s shoulders. It is up to
each person to decide if they want to take on this extra work, it should be a personal
decision.
Gigi: I kind of agree with that, but I think that we also need to keep ASFA’s best interests
in mind. This past year for example, the ASFA CEO was running for a CSU position and
did not prioritize the ASFA election, and this caused a lot of problems. Especially with the
CEO position, this really requires full dedication to ASFA.
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Bakri: I’m with Rachel on this one, I think the wording of the motion is worrisome – makes
it seem like if you’re the CEO for ASFA, you’re not allowed to apply for another position
elsewhere. I think we should word it more like, if you’re occupying another position you
cannot also be the CEO of ASFA.
TESLSA: Is the main problem here that the elections coincide?
Maggie: The issue is mainly with time, yes. Election season happens for ASFA and the
CSU at the same time, and it is an incredibly intense three weeks for everyone involved.
If ASFA elections were moved to a different time, I don’t think this motion would be
necessary.
Nick: I think this is an important addition to the current regulations as to who is already
not allowed to work on ASFA elections. If elections do not go well, ASFA as an entire
organization is in trouble – so it’s our responsibility to ensure elections do not go poorly.
J. Lefebvre Prevost: Those of us in this room that have been candidates at one point or
another know that running for elections, especially CSU elections, is very timeconsuming. For someone to have the role of both CEO at ASFA and as a candidate for
CSU elections seems incredibly difficult to manage while giving sufficient attention to the
CEO job, especially since there’s a financial incentive to pour energy into the CSU
campaign.
Thomas: I’m assuming that the proposed elections coordinator is a position that would
take away a lot of the internal coordinator’s responsibility when it comes to elections, so
it seems weird to me to include the internal coordinator in this motion. I also think we need
to be careful because this regulation might result in resignations on the ASFA side, rather
than disincentivize folks from running for CSU.
Mylene: I’m sorry if this has been covered before, but I’m a bit confused about this motion
and think I need some more context.
Chair: I think that would need to be a closed session discussion.
Mylene moves to go into closed session. No oppositions.
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Chair: Incoming Councillors, please turn in your confidentiality forms before we go into
closed session. Any opposition to the new general manager remaining in the room during
closed session?
No opposition to J. Hutton remaining in the room.
Closed session – no minutes.
Jane moves to go back into open session. No oppositions.
Mylene: I propose an amendment to replace “it is expected that they will resign their
position immediately” with “shall be forced to choose between ASFA or the CSU.”
Jane seconds.
Independent: I don’t think we should be speaking in terms of “forcing” people to do
something – perhaps it should be worded as “must choose.”
Maggie: My perspective is that if you’re making the conscious choice to run for CSU when
already an ASFA Coordinator, you’ve already made a choice.
Gigi: I agree – if we’re hiring a CEO after this passes, they’re going to have to be made
aware of this policy at the time we hire them.
Mylene: Will you add this to their contract explicitly?
Gigi: Yes.
VOTE on the amendment: “that they be expected to decide between the positions
immediately.”
2 in favor, 8 abstentions.
Nick: I maintain that this amendment is redundant, but I think we need to put in explicitly
that the person is expected to resign.
Bakry proposes an amendment to the last clause: Be it further resolved that should an
individual holding any of the aforementioned positions choose to act as the CSU CEO or
to run for an executive position of the CSU, they must resign from their position as ASFA
CEO immediately.
Nick: Can we amend to “They shall be considered to resign from their position on ASFA
immediately?”
Mylene: I’ll take that as a friendly amendment.
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VOTE on the amendment: Amendment passes unanimously.
CUPA: If they do resign and choose to run for a CSU position, who’s going to replace
them?
Chair: We have procedures to fill it; it would suck, but it can be done.
CUPA: Seems like there are no consequences except losing a job that’s going to end in
a couple months anyway.
Nick: They would lose their whole bonus and part of their compensation, so I think there’s
definitely a financial consequence.
Jane: I call the question.
Chair: You okay to let the remaining four people on the list speak before we do that?
Jane: Sure, I’ll allow it.
Rachel: Instead of restricting people from running for positions, I don’t see why we don’t
simply use the CEO helper positions that were created in order to lessen the burden on
the CEO. The CEO position is also honorarium based, so Council decides the honorarium
for that position. I don’t see the point in restricting people from running for other positions
that they might do very well in.
Nick: I’d like to move to remove “internal coordinator” from this motion.
Mylene seconds.
Independent: Let’s say we don’t manage to get an elections coordinator – I’m worried
about taking the internal coordinator out right now, before we know for sure that we have
an elections coordinator.
Thomas: I think it’s ASFA’s responsibility to ensure that the role is filled.
Nick: I do think it’s important to remove them from the motion text, since this motion
triggers an automatic process.
Chair: Also, this can always be reversed or an exception can be made if there is an
emergency situation later on.
Jane: I call the question.
Vote on removing “internal coordinator” from the motion: 11 for, 1 against. Amendment
passes.
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Vote on the main motion: Passes by majority with 1 opposed, 5 abstentions.
d) Guide to understanding policy changes.
Maggie: (Presentation of document.)
Proposal of five motions:
• Motion to approve the changes to Annex A and mandate the 2019-2020 internal
committee and policy committee to propose new online voting regulations for
September Council.
• Motion to approve the changes to Annex B and mandate that the new bank
accounts policy be proposed for September Council.
• Motion to approve the changes to Annex C and mandate the 2019-2020 internal
committee to propose new online voting regulations for September Council.
• Motion to nullify the current standing regulations.
• Motion to approve the proposed standing regulations, which are an amalgamation
of Annex A, Annex B, Annex C, the Ethical Purchasing Policy, the Appointments
Policy, the Committee Composition Policy, and the Cash Handling Policy.
Rachel: There is a sustainability policy as well.
Maggie: You mean a policy that is not the same thing as the Ethical Purchasing Policy?
Rachel: Yes, an actual sustainability policy.
Nick: Maybe we can just say that all ASFA policies go in except the ones we specifically
want to keep out? That would make sure we don’t accidentally forget anything.
Rachel: This is being based off of what’s online?
Maggie: Both online and the Council doc packs from the past year and a half. Also, I take
Nick’s amendment as friendly.
Gigi: I’ll just quickly go through the financial regulation changes being proposed, because
some of them are fairly substantial. (Summary of the Annex B document.)
Maggie: Just want to point out that the Investigative Committee (set up following the
adoption of our new Harassment, Discrimination and Violence policy) has to maintain a
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legal/human rights consultant because of the nature of the complaints that arise. We also
have to be sure that the people on this committee are properly trained.
Gigi: A lot of this is meant to ensure that fincom becomes more directly involved in
ASFA’s finances.
Maggie: We have updated the Chair and minute-keeper’s compensations accordingly to
what has been decided at past Councils.
Gigi: We updated receipts policy to include that it must be an original receipt for
reimbursement, because that’s the actual law. Fee levies and control of cash flow have
been replaced by our cash handling policy, so these have now been removed. In point
#38, it should read “three budget lines” and not “four.” The changes to the Special Project
Fund have also been included, because ASFA is a growing association that has an
increasing amount of expenses it needs to account for in order to survive.
Thomas: Can I ask why only accredited associations can have an external bank account,
rather than all MAs with a fee levy?
Gigi: Because accredited associations can have external sources of funding that do not
come from a fee levy, and we can’t police what they do with these funds.
Maggie: Even now, we’re pressed in the amounts that we can offer member associations.
Gigi: While we are a student association and want to be MA-centered, at the end of the
day, we’re still a business and we have costs associated with being a business.
Maggie: We’ve also included in our Harassment, Discrimination and Violence policy that
if any official who is required to attend a consent or disclosure training fails to fulfill that
obligation, this can also result in budget-freezing for their MA.
Chair: Any questions about the changes to the financial regulations?
Mylene: For the external bank accounts, I’m not sure what you mean, because we have
our own MA bank account.
Gigi: Yes, you do have your own bank account, but it is still attached to ASFA. By an
external account, we mean an account that isn’t attached to ASFA in any way.
Speaker: The idea is that you guys will have deposit-only cards, so that you can deposit
revenue more easily into these accounts.
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Maggie: There will also be a training for MAs’ finance coordinators on these changes.
Speaker: Will this training be open to any MA executives, or only finance coordinators?
Gigi: It’ll be open to all, but mandatory for finance coordinators.
Maggie: I propose an amendment to remove the list of policies currently stated in the last
motion, and to replace it with, “amalgamation of any current ASFA policy, with exceptions
of the Judicial Code Procedure and the Harassment, Discrimination and Violence policy.”
Chair: We do also have an Annex E.
Thomas: When was that passed?
Chair: November 2017.
Thomas: Not to further complicate things, but I believe there was also a sustainability
policy passed in 2016 or 2015.
Chair: It is included in this.
Rachel: I’d like to point out to Council that a lot of work went into this policy, and so far it
has not been followed at all, and actually seems like it has just been completely forgotten
about.
Chair: Maggie’s amendment is considered friendly, since it regards her own motion. Let’s
move to a vote.
VOTE on the proposal with the motions included (as a block): Passes with one abstention.
Chair: To clarify, Annex E will be included in this?
Maggie: Yes.
Chair: Should we talk about the two different sustainability policy forms? Can someone
clarify if these are two different forms, or just two versions of the same form?
Gigi: I’m assuming there are differences – can I request that mostly fincom look into this,
since we’re the ones who will be receiving the forms anyway?
Mylene: Is everything going to be updated on ASFA’s website?
Maggie: The bylaw changes, as well as these new changes that were just approved, will
come into effect on June 1st, so they will be updated on the website at that point.
Rachel: I also want to point out that minutes are not up to date on the website either.
Nick: I’m working on this.
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Mylene: Will the sustainability documents be updated on the website as well?
Maggie: Yes, as they’re included in this motion as annexes to the sustainability policy.
Rachel: What about the bylaw changes that passed through referendum?
Nick: Those won’t be active until June 1st.

e) Executive degree.
Maggie: (Presentation of executive decree.)
Chair: I want to issue a reminder that these kinds of decisions are only made when they
need to be made; you’re expected to ratify them, but you’re not necessarily obligated to.
Irish studies: So does this mean that the clerk positions will get new contracts?
Maggie: Typically, these are one-year contracts. We try to give the positions to different
students every year, so that as many students as possible get a chance at employment.
Gigi: I don’t believe we’ll have all these positions filled before mid-August or September.
Ratification: Ratified unanimously.
f) Tuition hikes.
Mylene: It’s a question about whether we have a position on tuition hikes in our positions
book.
Nick: I think we need to have a motion where everything that isn’t amalgamated is simply
disregarded from now on, because we’re getting to a dangerous point where we may or
may not have taken a bunch of various positions in the past, and simply do not remember.
Chair: Perhaps we should present a motion to wipe the slate clean at June Council.
Elliott: I think it’s very important that we take a stance on tuition hikes right now because
this is going to be decided on very soon by the administration, and having a position
allows us to concretely mobilize against the hikes.
Mylene: Florencia sent me the CSU’s positions on tuition hikes.
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Thomas: Let me know if this is out of order, but I motion to mandate the executive to
share the event for the CSU’s upcoming protest against tuition hikes on Facebook and
newsletter.
Chair: Does the executive agree to this being an action item?
Gigi: Yes, of course.
Jane: I’d like to table this point until after Past workshops.
Tabled until after MA budget deadlines, then re-entered.
Nick: From my understanding, the CSU’s positions book binds the executives to action.
It doesn’t work that way at ASFA, so I would recommend we attach direct actions to the
actual wording of our motion when we adopt it.
Jane: I would like to request that the ASFA executive draft a formal statement in
opposition to tuition hikes. This can be an action item.
Executive accepts this as friendly.
Thomas: Maybe operationalizing the position should be worked on over the summer –
perhaps the policy committee can take that on?
Chair: That would be something to propose this during your first meeting.
Mylene: I think we should take time to read this motion now, to see if there’s anything
within it that we don’t want to approve.
Classics: Someone suggested that the executive team should make a comment about it
– should the incoming and outgoing teams work together on this? Can I make that an
action item?
Nick: My concern with that is that a lot of the new executives are away. We can invite
them to work with us on it, though.
Rachel: The 4th to last statement, I would like to move that to below the “financial
segregation” point. It would make more sense that way.
TESLSA: I’m okay with the motion overall, but it seems that the part about “elimination of
all tuition fees” in the part about financial barriers is too strong of a statement for us to
make, and also that it is a bit out of place in a motion that it meant to be about tuition
hikes for international students.
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Mylene: The way I understood that clause is not really about an elimination of tuition fees,
but an elimination of financial barriers.
Jane: If you feel as if one position is out of place, you can also move to divide the question
to address that one separately.
TESLSA: I move to divide the question.
Jane seconds.
No opposition.
VOTE on the motion without the clause regarding financial barriers and elimination of all
tuition fees: Passes by majority with three abstentions.
Jane: I think this is an important position for us to take. It may not be directly related to
international student tuition hikes, but at the end of the day it is all related to the fact that
tuition creates financial stress for a lot of students.
TESLSA: It’s the elimination of all tuition fees that seems to bother me more than anything
else.
Maggie: Obviously we cannot unilaterally remove all tuition fees, it’s just a position we
are taking, as something ASFA would support.
Thomas: I think that as ASFA is an association that represents students, I really do feel
that it’s important we have a position like this. That said, I also understand the position
that this is a separate issue from international tuition.
Independent: I think the “elimination of all tuition fees” should be debated further, I feel
this is a very strong stance for us to take.
ComsGuild: The sentence of the motion is very long and complicated to understand. Is
there a way to reformulate it to make it simpler?
The motion is split in half.
SHAC: I think that this specific debate is one that should be had by the incoming
executive, and that it is also something that requires more discussion. I move to approve
part one of the reformulated motion, and to table part 2 for further discussion.
ESSA: It seems like even the first part of the motion is worded too strongly.
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Tori: I actually agree with that, especially as people might not understand that this is just
a position and not actually a concrete action we are committed to taking.
Thomas: I find that very concerning, because to me, financial barriers include tuition. Can
we really approve part 1 of the motion and reject part 2?
Chair: You can always choose to table both parts.
Vote on approving or tabling part 1 to June: 6 for approving, 11 for tabling.
Part 1 has been tabled until June.
Vote on approving or tabling part 2 to June: 6 for approving, 11 for tabling.
Part 2 has been tabled until June.
g) MA budget deadlines
Mylene: I want to know if everyone would be okay with us voting on the MA budgets
tonight?
Gigi: We can’t do it tonight, because the deadline for budget submission is already
regulated – it is 5 days after the June RCM. That means the deadline falls on June 25th
this year.
Mylene: Maybe I misunderstood then, because I thought there was something about the
deadline being changed last year.
Gigi: Yes, last year it was changed, but only because the team notwithstood the deadline.
h) Past workshops
Rachel: I rescind the point.
Tabled point: ComEx definition of “Adequate Promotion”
Maggie: When ComEx came up with this definition, it wasn’t at all what the context
required. Callouts for open positions need to be disseminated through email, Facebook,
Insta, and website (on the available positions page). (Overview of document.)
Chair: I don’t think this point needed approval, it was just meant to be brought for Council
to be aware of it.
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Jane: Proposal to add, “and extend the deadline by 3 business days,” after “if no
applications are received a day before the deadline.”
Chair: What is this policy being merged into?
Maggie: This is not explicitly meant to become policy – it is simply a guide that we can
refer to if any situation comes up.
9. Announcements or questions
Jane: I just want to say that the Journal launch went incredibly well, kudos to everyone
who worked on it.

10. Closed session
CRSA motions to go into closed session.
SASU seconds.
a ) Executive honoraria and bonuses
Executives:
By majority or unanimous vote:
Maggie gets $3,000 + $1,150.
Nick gets $1000.
Enya gets $350.
Kayla gets $300.
Bakry gets $1,500.
Caleb and Fatima get $0.
Gigi gets $1,500.
Elliott gets $700.
Elections:
CEO – no bonus, passes unanimously. AGM will decide their compensation.
DEO – decision on bonuses is deferred to finance committee.
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b) Legal files: Ongoing, previous, potential
Gigi: Motion to extend the meeting by 60 minutes.
Approved with no objections.
ESSA moves to authorize the executive to go into mediation.
SHAC seconds.
Motion carries unanimously.
Jane moves to budget a settlement of a maximum of $15,000.
SHAC seconds.
SHAC amends to a maximum of $10,000.
Alessia moves to delegate the decision to finance committee.
VOTE on whether to decide a on a specific number tonight or to let finance
committee/executives make the decision: By majority vote, executives (both incoming and
outgoing) will make the decision on the maximum amount budgeted for compensation.
c) ASFA Deals App Update
Point of information; no motions or decisions.
Gigi motions to adjourn.
Meeting adjourned at 12:08am.
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Arts and Science Federation of Associations (ASFA)
Regular Council Meeting - 2019-05-30
Meeting minutes

ASFA - Regular Council Meeting, 05/30
Meeting minutes
1 Call to order
Chair calls the meeting to order at 6:50 pm.
At this point, quorum has not been met for this meeting. We will proceed with discussions, but no
decisions made will be binding.

2 Chair remarks and housekeeping
Indigenous solidarity statement: The Arts and Science Federation of Associations of Concordia
University would like to begin by acknowledging that we are located on unceded Indigenous lands.
The Kanien’kehá:ka Nation is recognized as the custodians of the lands and waters on which we
gather today. Tiohtiá:ke/Montreal is historically known as a gathering place for many First Nations.
Today, it is home to a diverse population of Indigenous and other peoples. We respect the
continued connections with the past, present and future in our ongoing relationships with
Indigenous and other peoples within the Montreal community.

3 Executive remarks
Gigi: The auditors’ reports cannot be approved tonight because we have not yet received them.

4 Approval of the agenda
No additions or modifications to the proposed agenda.

5 Information and presentations
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5a) CEO’s Annual Report on general elections and referenda
CEO: (Presentation.)
Margot: Why the blanks in the budget?
CEO: I didn’t pay for these items, so I don’t know exactly how much they cost. Once I get the
figures, they will be added in.
Margot: How did they get paid for, then?
CEO: So for example, I wasn’t in charge of paying directly for things related to IITS. Things like
food, I bought myself, so I know exactly how much they cost.
Margot: Can someone else in the room answer who knows?
Maggie: A lot of things on this list were free, others – such as IITS – were charged internally to
our budget line.
Speaker: Just to bring up a different point, I think there should be a little more advertisement for
the elections in order to increase turnout in the future. Getting such a small turnout for general
elections is kind of weird to me, so I’d suggest a bit more advertising.
Margot: How do you feel you could have been better supported as the CEO?
CEO: I didn’t do polling clerk training because I didn’t know how to do it, where to go, etc. I simply
didn’t receive the information. I took really comprehensive notes in my initial training sessions, so
for other aspects of the job I knew exactly what I had to do, but on that aspect it was very unclear.
Secondly, it would have been a good idea to have one DEO at Loyola and one DEO downtown
at all times. There was one day in particular when Loyola wasn’t properly covered – luckily, I was
able to get there toward the end of the day, but there was still a period of several hours during
which no one was there. I probably also should have planned better to ensure there were
promotional materials at Loyola. It would be nice, in the future, to try to convince students to vote
in front of us at the polling stations – that might increase turnout, because we’d know for sure the
students actually voted.
Speaker: Is next year just going to be online voting, or will we have booths as well?
Nick: We are switching over to a third-party service and will hopefully have a physical presence
on both campuses, but the plan for now is definitely to stick with online voting.
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Speaker: Personally, I don’t think it’s a problem of people not knowing that there’s an election –
I think they don’t have an incentive to vote. It’s possible that if you had a coffee urn or something
and offered them coffee, you might get more people voting.
CEO: I think it’s possible that the lack of competition for positions contributed to the low turnout
as well.
Speaker: I think voter turnout has generally decreased in Canada overall. I don’t think it’s anything
you have done as the CEO; I think the population is fairly apathetic at the moment.

5b) Annual report from executive team
Execs: (Presentation text.)
Chair: It’s always nice for members to see what their execs have done this year. The folks
attending this meeting are also welcome to attend our Council meeting in June to see what your
new executives will be doing for you this coming academic year.

5c) Audited financial statements of the federation and auditor’s report
Gigi: Our auditors require some more information from us, so we don’t have these documents to
present today. The documents should be completed within the next month.

5d) Interim financial statements
Gigi: Let’s take a look at our budget overview first. (Presentation.)
Margot: For folks who are returning to Council or thinking of running for finance positions, it’s
always a good idea to check and make sure that the amount you plan to spend is less than or
equal to the amount that’s coming in. The more you know! I’m also wondering about – I know
we’re in a deficit, but you folks (executives) are significantly underpaid. Significantly under what
is even legal in Québec.
Chair: Last year’s AGM included a proposal to change the executive honorariums, but it wasn’t
adopted at that time. Since we are now in an AGM, it could be a good time to bring this up again.
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Gigi: There will be something coming in June’s Council meeting concerning ASFA’s policy to pay
everyone a living wage. It’s not completely finalized, but it would apply starting in June, going
forward.
Margot: I would like to move that the $1,000 budgeted for executive honoraria that hasn’t been
used should be used to pay the executives as Council sees fit.
Chair: This is difficult to do now because we already discussed this at May Council, and also
because we are currently in an AGM without quorum.
Margot: I move to allocate the remaining $1,000 to be divided equally among the executives
based on the number of months worked.
Maggie: Can I amend that it should be divided only between those executives that did not receive
the full amount expected for their bonus?
Gigi: Am I allowed to opt out of receiving this?
Chair: Typically, it’s very hard to “opt out” of that when it’s a company paying you.
Gigi: It’s an honorarium, though, it’s not taxable. I do think we should have something more
substantial than a broad statement in terms of finance. So, I’d say Margot should work on the
motion, maybe, and bring it up again in June.
Maggie: I would also like to opt out.
Nick: The bits in closed session of May Council are in closed session for a reason. I don’t think it
should be made public knowledge which executives received and didn’t receive their full
bonuses.
Chair: Bonus amounts are already confidential.
Margot: Can we come back to this a bit later so I can draft something that we’re all comfortable
with?
Point tabled until the end of the meeting.

6 Substantive business
6a) appointment of financial auditors 2019-2020
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Gigi motions to reappoint Fuller Landau as auditors.
Lexi seconds.
No objections; passes consensually.

6b) By-law changes
Nothing to add on this point.

6c) Ratification of MA elections
Chair: Only one MA was in a situation where they didn’t make quorum for their elections this year,
correct?
Elliott: One MA didn’t make quorum at their election, but did at their AGM, so they’re actually
fine. We are at 31 MAs for this coming academic year.

7 Announcements and question period
No further announcements.
Nick: So does the fact that we didn’t get quorum at this AGM mean that June Council can’t make
any decisions regarding this year’s budget?
Gigi: No, they can still make the decisions. They’re still the board of the organization.
Maggie: Legally, Council is still the board and can make the decisions on this year’s budget. We
just need to make sure they’re informed of what was discussed.
Chair: So before we get back to Margot’s motion – even if the motion got passed tonight, we can’t
write a check for anyone to actually get paid until June Council. Maybe it would be best for Margot
to just present the motion again at that time.
Nick: June Councils are typically hesitant to go back on the work of their predecessors, so I think
it’s good to discuss it tonight.
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Motion on 2018-2019 executive honoraria (Margot)
Margot: Whereas the 2018/2019 budget stipulated an allocated $1,000 toward executive pay that
was not used by Council;
Whereas ASFA has a policy of moving toward a living wage for all employees;
Whereas the budget makes clear that not all bonuses were received by the Executive team;
Whereas the Executives receive less than a living wage for the time that they put into their
positions;
Be it resolved that the ASFA Executives who were awarded a bonus but did not receive their full
bonus receive the remaining $1,000 divided equally between them.
Kevin (LAS) seconds.
Speaker: What about the option for executives to opt out?
Margot: It’s mentioned in the motion.
VOTE: Passes unanimously.

8 Closed session (confidential)
8a) CEO performance review and bonus allocations
We do not have quorum, so this cannot be discussed tonight. It will be deferred to June Council.

9 Adjournment
Meeting is adjourned at 8:41pm.

